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The BAT mobile is nailing Central Florida's drunks before
they nail you. Are you next ?

February 8, l985 Volume 17 Number 20

University of Central Florida/Orlando

UCF pushes to
attrac.t minorities
by Tim Ball
FUTURE WRITER

•

For a university on the move, UCF is having difficulty attracting minority students.
In fact, the entire state university system is
being hard pressed by the federal government to increase the percentage of newly
enrolled blacks and other minorities in
Florida's nine state universities.
According to Peter DeHaan, associate
director of equal opportuni~y for the State
Board of Regents, a goal of 9.7 percent was
set in 1978. The BOR hoped to reach that
goal by 1983, but it was extended until the
fall of 1985. ''It is unlikely,'' added De Haan,
"that we will achieve that goal."
To illustrate his point, DeHaan noted that
as of Fall '84, the most recent period for
which figures are available, the state had a
minority population of 6.7 percent in its
Beefcake
Jennifer Machlel/Fulure
universities. This includes new students and
transfers to undergraduate programs
Read the Confetti section in next week's Future and find
throughout the state.
out what the Odyssey male dancers are really like.
While the system as a whole has yet to
reach its goal, UCF has even farther to go. In

"

the fall of 1984, the number of blacks at UCF
comprised 4.2 percent of the entire student
body, according to Dr. Daniel Coleman, director of Institutional Research with the
Academic Affairs Office.

D~Haan said if the state's universities fail
to realize a substantial growth in the number
of minority students by sometime this fall,
the federal government will probably step in
to evaluate the _BOR's efforts. If the government determines that the BOR' s efforts have
-been ·less than admirable, DeHaan said that
some action could result. When asked if this
could mean a loss of federal funding for
Florida'a universities, DeHaan replied,
"That certainly is an option for them (the
federal government)."
Dr. Robert Belle, director of Minority Student Services at UCF, said his department,
along with the Office of Undergraduate
Studies, is making a significant effort to attract, more blacks and other minorities to

SEE MINORITY, PAGE 7

Health Center
expands facilities
by Colleen Moore
FUTURE WRITER

An additional Health Center facility is being built that will be used for
dental service and health education
for patients. Construction on the
building will be finished in four months, said Bob Webb, facilities planner.
The new facility will be directly adjacent to and separate from the existing Health Center, said Dr. C.W.
Brown, dean of students. The 2,500
square foot facility will include two
dental examination rooms and a student conference room. Construction
will "absolutely not" interfere with
current health service for students,
Webb said.

The expansion of health services
will provide more space and better
facilities for the current dental program, Brown said. However, the program will remain essentially preventative, he added. Students who need
serious dental work for problems that
are advanced, such as cavities or dental diseases, will be referred to private
dental practices off campus. Those
who want preventative services, such
as teeth cleanings, professional advice or x-rays, will be able to g.e t that
help on campus.
·
According to Brown, the Health
Tim Barto/Future
Center's general goal will be to Health Center expansion
educate students to prevent health Construction is underway to expand the Student Health Center. Current
services will not be interrupted while the addition is being built-. Space will
be added to accommodate dental patients and to teach students
SEE CENTER, PAGE 7 about health care and how to prevent illnesses.

UCF engineering ranks second largest in state
by Eddie Gorak
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Once thought to be an impossible
goal, out of nine universities in
Florida UCF's college of engineering
is ranked second largest in the state.
The professional college of
engineering at UCF was formally
organized in 1974 and a little over 10

years later, the college has grown to
an enrollment of 3,000.
The University of Florida's College
of Engineering leads the way with an
enrollment of nearly 5,000 students.
Later this year, the engineering college at UF will be celebrating their
75th anniversary.
Dr. George F. Schrader, associate
dean for the college of engineering at
UCF, feels that one of t~e keys to the

success of the engineering college
here is the method in which the
classes are presented to the students.
"The programs that we have are the
basic engineering programs that the
student must know," remarked
Schrader. "We do riot try to specialize
in all the different fielqs of specialization in that involve engineering. Our
efforts of copcentration tend to be in
six separate disciplined areas.''

Indeed, while UF has 14 different
degree programs in their college of
engineering, UCF has only 10. "While
other institutions have deluted their
efforts in many different programs,
we- have not. We tend to stress quality, not quantity," said Schrader.
The one area where UCF's college
of engineering is far behind all others,

SEE ENGINEERING. PAGE 7
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0 DOG BOWL TOURNA·
MENT

The UCF Ultimate team,
Dogs of War, announce the
first Annual "Dog .Bowl"
tournament. The tournament
will be held Feb. 9 and 10.
Teams· from all over the state,
including Gainesville,' Fort
Myers, Sarasota and St.
Augustine will participate. ·
The tournament will be held
on the UCF driving range
near the track.
0
HONOR
NOMINATIONS

SOCIETY

College Republicans at
the University Dining Room.
According to Doug Rainey,
chairman of the College
Republicans at UCF, the McCollum will speak on the U.S.
involvement in Central
America and also answer
questions from the audience.
At press time, McCollum
was eri route to Washington
and unavailable for comment.
Rainey said that McCollum
sees the mass immigration of
Central Americans· in to
Florida as a potential . problem. He also s~d that it
would be a major topic of McCollum' s speech.
Sandra Carroll, who is in
charge of scheduling for the
nm Barto/Future
congressman, said that Mc- Gloomy day
·Collum is looking forward to Rain discourages students from walking out on campus. The mail truck picks up letters
·his visit to UCF and hopes to despite the foul weather.
.

answer
UCF • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
studentssome
may qqestions
have.
Further details will be from the practice of law in and , asked nearly 25 Florida itiative for Central America,
this state for four months public relations firms to sub- the new Peace Corps program
published as .available.
with proof of rehabilitation mit audit proposals in which targets 1500 additional
December. The audit will volunteers in four Central
required for reinstatement.
evaluate how well Florida's American countries in which
Moran was found in viola- lawyers are communicating Peace Corps serves. _
tion of the attorneys' Code of common objectives to the
Professional Responsibility public. It will include a
for conduct prejudicial to the survey of public opinion and
administration of justice, for an evaluation of the Bar's
the commission of an act con- public relations department.
trary to honesty, and for
knowingly making a false
The audit should provide
0 LACROSSE TOURNY
statement to the court. The guidance on public attitudes
The Orlando Lacrosse Club discipline charges brought by on the Bar's role in lawyer
will be hosting their second the Fiorida Bar against regulation, ethics, advertis- 0 NEW EDUCATION HEAD
annual Lacrosse Jamboure on Moran alleged that he had ing, referral services, pro
In a Jan. 10 press con0 STUDENT ACCOUNTING Feb. 16th and 17th at Martin denied to the court that he bono, attorney service alter- ference, Presidenf Reagan
SOCIETY
Marietta on San Lake Road. had represented a client ten natives, law-related educa- named William Bennett,
Associated with peat, Mar- The Tournament will begin at years previously in a criminal tion, legislative activities, president of the National En.wick, Mitchell and Company 9:30 both mornings. Twelve proceeding. In addition to the and accessibility of the dowment' for the Humanities,
will speak about an "Orienta- teams are expectecl to make suspension, the Supreme justice system.
as Department of Education
tion to the Mcintosh Com- an appearence frorp. around Court ordered Moran to pay
secretary. The announcement
Gerald F. Richman of ends months of speculation
puter" before the Accounting the state. Food and disciplinary proceeding costs
Miami, president of the following Secretary Terrel
Society and Beta Alpha Psi refreshments
will
be of $842.12.
Florida
Bar said, "Make no Bell's announcement that he
on Feb. 19 at 12:30 p.m. in the available. A good time will be
mist~ke
about this endeavor, will resign this spring. Some
As an official agency of the
Student Services Center, had by all.
not
window dressing experts feared the President
this
is
Supreme
Court
of
Florida,
the
room 143.
an
attempt
to 'glitterize'
nor
its
DepartFlorida
Bar
and
The Accounting Society
would push to eliminate the
as department rather than apof
present
the
profession
·
Lawyer
Regulation
ment
of
Will also be holding a car wash 0 BLACK STUDENTS' SAT
are charged with the ad- something it is not. We are point a new head. But higher
on tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 4 SCORES RISE
College bm1rd ·figures show ministration of a statewide talking about effectively com- education officials hope Benp.m. at Cappy's Shell station.
The station is located on the black students are posting disciplinary system to enforce municating the Bar's pro- nett's appointment means the
corner of 436 and Curry Ford more gains on their Scholastic Supreme Court rules of pro- grams and iawyers' contril;m- department is still alive and
Aptitude Test scores, but still fessional conduct for all tions in such a way that the well.
Road. Tickets are $1 each.
public understands ~hem. We
All interested students and trail the national average by. lawyers.
.,,
have confidence that with
faculty are invited to attend nearly 100 points.
"We
in
higher
education are
knowledge and understanWhite students average
these events. The support will
t;h,e
,
_
President
has
pleased
:
COMMUNICATIONS ding will come acceptance and
smaller year-to-year gains, 0
be greatly appreciated.
nominated
secretary
. of
support.''
and blacks are slowly closing AUDIT
education which, in these
Insight into how the public
the gap. Blacks averaged a
times, implies some perperceives
Florida's legal procombined score of 715 in 1984
manence,'' says Robert
while white students scored fession, why those beliefs are .. 0 NATIONAL FORESTS FEES Atwell, president of the
held, and what the Florida
Recreation use fees at na932.
American Council on EducaBar can do to better serve the tional forests in Florida have
tion. Bennett's educational
consumer will be among the been established for the calen0 ORLANDO ATTORNEY objectives of a communica- dar year .of 1985. Parks that background includes participation in ACE's academic
0 McCOLLUM VISITS
SUSPENDED
tions audit approved the The require a fee for camping
On Feb. 13, Congressman
The Supreme Court has Florida Bar Board of Gover- and/or swimming are administratim. program.
Bill McCollum will speak to suspended Emmett A. Moran nors at its Jan. 10-12 meeting Apalachicola National Forest
in Clearwater. The audit will and Osceola National Forest.
1
be conducted by the Tampa The fees required for these
office of the public relations leisure time activities can be
obtained by calling the compiled by Jacqueline
firm
of Hill and Knowlton.
Advertising
Confetti/Features
House
respective park.
275-2865 or
275-2601
Associated
X3953
Graphics Dept Photo Dept
The concept of an outside
Colleglate
X3940
Prell .
X3954
X3956
audit of the Bar's public relaBusiness Dept. News Dept
Production Dept All-American
tions and communications ac- 0
PEACE
CORPS
X3955
275-2601
0
tivities
was
a
major
recomRECRUITING
Circulation
X3941
Dept
X3939
!n
~
mendation contained in the
The riobon
cutting
275-2865
X3942
:X:
r
\ll
0
. 1984 report of the long range ceremony for a new Peace
.,
This week's production staff
'\ • _.o'
planning committee. The Corps Miami recruiting office
>. 1963 .
was Carol Edwards, Blenus
This pubtlC document was pl'omJIQafed at on orv'UOI cost ot Sl00,000 Of 5.3 cenrs per coov
public relations committee will take place Feb. 8. A news
Martin
and Kelly Ruff (How
to lrform the ~tv comrrunlty.
•
has been studying the audit conference will be held to an' Opinions e~ In The Future are tttose ol tne editor or ot lhe wr1tef a:id ore not ~lily
about
that,
Mr. Ruff?)
lhOse o1 tne UrMtrslty Board ot P\JbllcottonS or ol the administration .
process since · 1ast summer, nounce Peace Corps' InNomination forms for
memb'e rship in Omicron
Delta Kappa national leadership honor society are .
available at ADM 282 (Student Affairs) and the Student.
Center main desk. Juniors, ·
seniors and graduate
students
who
ha've
demonstrated leadership in
university
life
and
acad~mically rank in the upper 35 percent of their college
are eligible to apply. Nomination forms must be returned
by Wednesday, Feb. 13.
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Senate votes to fund busines·s day

•

and cons concerning bills. We are not here to serve
ourselves, we are elected to represent the colleges."
FUTURE WRITER
With this the senate proceeded to debate the bill of
- the day.
The seventeenth student senate's fourteenth sesThe bill to fund Business Day was, by far, the
sion was held on Tuesday. The senate met its most controversial item that the senate had to deal
quorum and proceeded to deal with business as with at this meeting. Mr. Pierce, a representative
usual.
from the Council of Business here at UCF, spoke on
Announcements were made to remind the senate the issue. Business day is a proposed get together
about the up coming model senate to be held at for all of the students of the business college and
Stetson University Feb. 8 to March 2. There was the student body as a whole. It · would allow
also a reminder about the library dedication to be students to meet fellow students in their field of
held Sunday at"2 p.m. Student body president John study and their professors.
Sowinski said "It is important for us to be involved
All senators agreed that the business day had
in programs on campus." He cited his implementa· good intentions, but some senators disagreed on
tion of the new activities hotline to get students the amount of financial support that should be
more involved in school activities.
·
given by student government. Some issues that
Vice President H. Timothy Albrecht said at the came up during the discussion include whether it is
beginning of the meeting, ''I want to remind fair to give business students this large amount of
everyone that we are here to debate all o.f the pros money for a "party", would it practically benefit

the whole student body, and couldn't the business
college partially or even wholly fund this event
themselves through fund raising and donations
from area businesses.
Some arguments on the other side of the coin in·
cluded the fact that the business college was made
up of 4,000 students and contributed a significant
amount of funding to the student government
budget, that the business college does not ·ask for
funding for many things, and that significant
amounts of money had been spent in the past on
less significant activities.
The bill finally passed and favored the business
college and gave it $1,400 as opposed to its original
request of $1,790.
Tw.o new senator's were also appointed and
sworn in. One appointment was to Arts and
Sciences seat seven. The other appointment went
to Health seat one and was filled by Stephanie
Soencer . .

by Jacqueline House

•
•

···Kiosk bid opening to put construction.in motion
0

•

....

•

he believes to be, "an ex-

by Jennifer Machtel
FUTURE

STAF~

WRITER

The familiar weathered old
Kiosk has been leveled to
make way for a new kiosk
with added programs and
facilities for students, faculty
and staff.

cell en t convenience to
students." Student groups
are not being kicked out, they
are being provided with a
more professional means to
reach the student body.

Ticket agency
Ticket outlet
Cement benches
Landscaped lawn
Clock

More space for organizations
Window to sell tickets
Permanent structure
Better visibility

According to Sowinski, the
bid opening will be on Fe.b. 27
at 2 p.m. This is when all of
According to Student Body the bids come in and the
President John Sowinski, the lowest bid wins as long as it is
new kiosk will be a central in· below the budgeted price .
formation center for all
students. There will still be a "Hopefully construction can
ticket agency and in the be started within two weeks
future possibly a ticket outlet of choosing a bid. The kiosk
,where students can buy con- should be comfortably finishcert tickets_on campus,.which ed in 90 days."

REMINDER
Agencies . requestir~g funding
through the Activity and
Service Fee Budget must have
requests submitted to Student
Center 204 by 5 p.m. Mofiltay,
Jan. 28, 1985 in order to be
considered .

';

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
POSTIONS AVAI.LABLE
f~~2\

"·~,
';.~,,,Ol(tl\\..,,'.t

Student Government zs now accepting
applications for Senate Seats zn the
Colleges of.·

••

.
•

TO ALL REGISTERED
CLUBS
AND
ORGANIZATIONS ON
CAMPUS:

Arts and Sciences
Education
. Health
Souih Orlando Campus

..
•

If your membership is open to all students
without regard to race, sex, or religion, there
may be up to $250.00 available - to your
organization for office supplies and oncampus advertising. Additional monies may
also be available for registration fees. Stop
by SC 201 for more details .

Interested persons please come by SC
201.
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STILL RENTING?
WHY NOT
GRADUATE
TO HOME
OWNERSHIP!
I

With R.C.A.
Homes!

-·

SUSSEX f~C<E
THIS EXCITING NEIGHBORHOOD
BY R.C.A. HOMES
HELPS YOUR FOLKS EARN
WHILE YOU LEARN!

•.
•
l/ll

Close to Campus and A Lot More~ •• from $48,900!
Imagine a modern townhome community just two minutes from the UCF campus! SuS$ex Place
is a young, dynamic community of.two-bedroom, two-bath villas with exciting amenities and
features in a class by themselves! Like lush carpet...
ing, private patios, deluxe dishwashers, generous
N
closet space, and more! Now you can live the good
life off campus while helping your folks build hol'l'.leowner's equity.
COLONIAL DR.

305/281-6393
Located 1/8 mile east of Alafaya Trail on HWY 50.

EAST-WEST EXP.

LAKE UNDERHILL RD.

D

MARTIN
MARIETIA
PLANT

•

•

~~

WE

WELCOME
BROKER
COOPERATION

•

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

A Division of Residential Communities of America

•

•
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Research Park short cut
may close to public
•
•

•
;j..;.•

PRIWE ·PROPERTY
PRIVATE·ROADWAYS
SECURITY .PATROLLED

..

.;

··-·

Tim Barto/Future

Notice

Signs at the Research Park entrances forewarn the future closing of the roads to general
traffic. Students cut through the park to avoid bothersome traffic.

by Ted Young

•

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

,,

Our new shish-kabobs

· come from a long line
of delicious food.
..

t

Our new shish-kabobs
are two skewers full of
delicious food that make
for a fabulous feast. And
the variety makes them even more tempting. If ·
you 7re a seafood lover7 try a scrumptious shrimp
or lobster kabob. For land food lovers 7 we
offer chicken and beef kabobs. And of course,
shish-kabobs come as part of a complete dinner.
To find out the finer points of shish-kabobs,
there's no finer place than Red Lobste~

Red Lobster.

Many UCF students cut through the Central Florida Research Park to get to school or
work. With the ever increasing traffic problems faced on Alafaya Trail the short cut offers drivers a less traveled alternative. Unfortunately, these roads may soon be closed to
the general public.
·
Recently, signs have been put at the entrances to the research parking that say,
"private property, private roadway, security
patrolled." What does this really mean?
"That sign means what it says," said Ben
Whisenant, marketing director for the
reaseaarch park. "We have had some problems with the students damaging research
park property. This sign gives us the authority to remove trouble makers."
·
It seems that another trouble· of the
research park is its use as a short cut to UCF.
"The biggest problem we have at present is
students flying through the park at l:rlgh
speed," said Whisenant. "The signs are not
intended to stop traffic, but if necessary we
do have the legal authority to do so."
Whatever effect the signs may have the
Central Florida Research Park is growing at

a surprising rate. Since the announcement
that the $23.5 million Navy simulation center
would be built in the Park, a number of companies have begun research developement. In
fact over 10 .companies are on definite contract including the Ame·rican Electroplaters
Society, Bennet Buildings, Pan American
Systems, Infrared Industries, Laser
Photonics Inc. Radice Corporation, Actran
Systems, BLF Associates, Mellon-Stuart,
and Barnett Bank.
In addition to this, a second phase is being
added to the Research Park. "Presently only
Science Applications International is on contract for the area, but we have a number of
sales pending, which I am unable to comment
on," said Whisenant.
At present 78,000 square feet have been
built in the research park, but over one
million square feet are either under construction, planned, or ($430,000) sales pending.
These companies will employ an estimated
5,200 employees and cover 153.16 acres.
The research park is also building· a first
quality businessmans hotel with 350 rooms.
It will include a state-of-the-art conference
center, a specialty shopping center, and an office complex.

NEWS .WRITERS NEEDED!
If you have a flair for writing or would just like to
learn how to write news, come join our team.
learn what it's like to cover the news as it's happening at Florida's fastest-growing university. If
you are interested in working for The Future
stop by our ·editorial or business offices artd
pick up on application todqy.

Join -the best
Please see tdephone directory for the
Red Lobster Restaurant nearest you.
Mu't MaJ<•rl'n•rlll (':mb AlT<'Pl•·<I
c I!lllf> Hed l.ohs:i•r h111> 111 A nwnrn .

~Future
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Place

Tower

Across from Winn-Dixie and TG&Y

10376 E. Colonial Dr. - Union Park

~?=;~~(Q~

TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial
Suite 113
East of E-W Expressway and
West of Alafaya

~

HOURS:
MON.-SAT.: 9 a.m.-8p.m.

START YOUR
SUMMER TAN EARLY!

TANNi'NG SALON ~>

•
•
•
•

Distributors of Wolff Sun Systems

282-6042

Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year
Clean, Safe, No Burning
Private Rooms
Meeting FDA Requirements

(-FREE--)

Call For Appointment

SESSION

---,--------1

1

I

With

Thi~ Cou_p on

282·6042

I

I

••

'--~!,!>!!:_e!.~;s~_J

LOPRI~.

Ao·
.

i·1 CAL

lsAVE 1

.

~
·

10 sessions

1

I $20 I coupon
. $39.95
I
Expires 311185 _J
I
L -----------

(Register to wiri weekly a 14K necklace)
·,(C lothing
& Acc~ssories

] ewelry - 14K gold & Fashion Jewelry
l===========================================ll.
14K heart neaklace - bracelet

.t'\•l}0,;t?,'?J-1(,';:J •

c.. • Prescriptions filled

~~G~~

• Repairs

~\.~

5

Pick a discount (8% - 90%)

• Contact Lenses
Lenses duplicated • Contact lens solution

30%·50% off

· • Sunglasses

• Gold chains

10%DiscoUnt on Frames and Lenses
with UCF tD.
M·W·F: 10_6 -~
Tow~r Place

10376 E. Colonial Dr.

277·2949
.

T-TH: 10·7
Sat: 9-1

:

:~~~lets

[II·•/ ·

~

j

~~

~

Tower Place

'

~ <!:JJr:a~~~~~o?~~~~ONS ~

vlSAJ . ~

. S~ite 115

275-0210

(i/fj)

...

(Custom Alterations By: J.::i.ckie)

HIGH TOWER HAIRSTYLING

Tower Cards & Gifts

HIGH CLASS HAIRSTYLE
AT REASONABLE PRICES

Valentine Special

A Full Service Salon
15% Discount to UCF Students
· ·with this ad or UCF l.D.
walk-ins always welcome
Open 7 Days A Week
9-8 Moil.-Sat.
12-6 Sun.

""

/.P

If_'"-

rexceptfashionearringsJ

. J~

~~

Al Reyes
·Tower Place
(305) 2·73-5755
I 0376 E. Colonial Dr.

25°/0
off

ALL
VALENTINE CARDS

!REGISTER roWIN $20.00 merc~:ndlsel

11

GLA00 0LIPPEQ

--*-SHOES

.
f)

New Spring Styles Are Now Arriving
10376 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
TOWER PLACE
I ACROSS FROM WINN DIXIE l
TELEPHONE 305 1275 -8860

SHOP EARLY
For Best Selections

UNION PARK PHARMACY
·10376 E. Colonial Dr. Tower Place

9 A.M.- 8 P.M.
Monday - Saturday
WE MEET OR BEAT ALL
PRESCRIPTION PRICES
CIGARETIES
ALL BRANDS
$8.37 CTN+S.TAX

Ali Yousuf, R.PH.
R.E. Webb, R.PH.

10% DISCOUNT ON .
· ANY PRESCRIPTIONS
WITH UCF l.D.

275·5855

Tower Place

6

10376 E. Colonial Dr.
Union Park, FL 32817
(305) 273-4440

DAY RENTED

DUE BACK

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Monday

$1.50
$1 .50
$1 .50
$1 .50
$2.00
$2.50

©

ea.
ea .
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

CD
Market Square - .<D

<O

1478 Semoran Blvd. ©
Casselberry, FL 32707 ~
(305) 678-7269

'?

000V©V©O©OVVVV©©~©©~V~©©~©©~V~O~e

Find out how much home
your rent money can buy.
We think you'll be pleasantly surprised. At our
CENTURY 21®office we can
show you how to turn your
rent money and a small down
payment into a home of your
own.
Because we know how to
make homes affordable to
first-time buyers.

•

•

To find out more, give us a
call today.
Put Numhcr 1 rowork for you:··

()ntul);

==:d~~21
lD:::L__J U ~

•

Carol Smith Realty
10376 E. Colonial
Orlando FL
(305) 282-0213
Tower Place

© 1984 Century 21 RPal K~tal!• Corpornt ion as trust.t't' for th(' NAF.
® and '" - tradrmarlcs uf Crntury 21 !Wal K~1.;11r Corporation. Equal llml'iing (~ 1port11 n i t ~ G:J
EACHOFFICF. IS INDEPENDENTLY OWNED ANO OPERATED.

•

/
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ENGINEERING

teacher-student compared at other
ins ti tu tions of our size, " said
Schrader.
With the construction of the CEBA
dean for the coll~e of engineering, project, the college of engineering is
compiled a study that showed just looking for some temporary relief
how the continual problem of space from the tight quarters. "True, we
for classrooms on our campus is get- will get more laboratories and
ting worse by the year. "Kersten's classrooms," said Schrader. "Still,
report showed that UCF. has less than compared to Georgia Tech which has
50 percent of space allocated per twice the space and equipment

FROM PAGE 1

•

available to it, we have a ways to go. "
Another attribute to the success of
the engineering college is the amount
of high technologichl industry that
has built up around the universtiy in
recent years. This fact is sometime
taken for granted, but according to
Hebert Bevis, associate dean in the
college of engineering for UF, it
shouldn't.
''Even though we have been

CENTER
FROM PAGE 1

•

•
•

problems from occurring, but also help them retain
life-long good health habits. "We want more than
for students to be healthy enough to make it to
class," he said. "We want them to leave UCF with
good knowledge about their health, and awareness
of the dangers of abusing their body, so they will
have better health throughout their lives."
The patient education will include distribution of
pamphlets on health issues. It will also include a
conference room designed to accommodate small
groups of students. Students will be able to

schedule an appointment to talk with a professional about a health problem that they have, or
just one that they are interested in learning about.
According to Brown, there is a possibility that someone in the Health Center will work as a. health
educator for students.
Who is paying for the new building? Mainly the
students, according to Brown. The funds have
come fr.om the health fee that everyone pays with
their tuition. Also, part of the money has come
from revenues that the health center has gradually
ac~umulated over the years, he added. The funds
are state · money, but they were raised by the
students, and are supposed to be used in the
students' best interest, he said.

7

established for close to 75 years, "
noted Bevis, ' 'high tech is not around
us. Gainesville never has become high
tech.''
Westinghouse, Martin Marietta
and the Research Park have become
common place to most students at
UCF. Schrader feels that the air of
technology is a definate contribution
to the- successful growth of the
engineering college.

The cost of the ~ew facility will be anywhere from
$162,000 to $200,000, Brown said. The final cost
will depend on how many features will be added to
the building. For example, an enclosed walkway
between the two buildings is being considered.
According to Brown, it was himself, the student
government, and former Health Services Director
Ed Stoner who came up with the idea to build the
new facility. To increase the practicality and utility
of the building, it may also be used for other student services after it has closed for the day. After
hours, for instance, campus organizations that
can't find space elsewhere on campus can use the
new facility for meetings or seminars, Brown said.

MINORITY
FROM PAGE 1
UCF. Included in that effort
is a mass mailing directed at
1,200 black students in
Florida who have exceptional
GPA's and SAT scores. In addition, there is an active
recruitment program being
implemented at 20 area high
schools.
Belle said there are several
difficulties in attracting
minorities to UCF. Among
them, he noted the shortage
of on-campus housing and
lack of minority instructors.
Dr. Carol ·Surles of UCF's
Person'nel Office said black instructors make up 6. 7 percent
of t he University's facul ty.
Belle also said that t here are
other schools , " such as
Florida A and M" that have
much more to offer minority
students, both culturally and
socially.
Arthur Lewis III, president
of the Black Student Union at
UCF, reiterated this. He said
''There is nothing here for
blacks to identify with at
UCF." In addition, Lewis emphasized ·· that the lack of
black facUlty members, I iS a
major detraction for black
students considering enrollment at UCF. "In short,"
Lewis said, "we (blacks) have
not yet melted into the
American scene.''
Belle did indicate that the
situation at UCF is improving. He said things such as
the upgrading of the athletic
program make the university
more visible and, thus, more
appealing to all prospective
students,
including
minorities.
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STARTS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8 AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOU.

CHECK LOCAL NEWSPAPERS FOR SPECIAL PREVIEWS.
REGUlAR ENGAGEMENT STARTS·FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15.

We. can all beat
inflation ifwe just use our
dollars ri sense.

I

.J

c6mmentorv

.RICHARD
TRUETT
Opining

Litter
Mark that date on the nowcrowded social calendar. On Feb. 18,
the party-hardy litterati will be
sponsoring the First Annual Inaugural John Riggins Appreciation
Extravaganza (we don't make these
up, we just report them). Everybody
who's nobody will gather just across
the street from the fabulous Harley
Hotel in downtown O'ville.
Highbrow? Hardly, but oh, what
fun. Party chairman Shifty Eddy
tells us that merrymakers will first
toast Riggo's perfect handling of
Washington's black-tie crowd, then
imitate him by keeling over drunk.
"Riggins proves that even a
somebody can be a nobody with a
little effort," Eddy said. "I'm bringing a bottle of my best Boone's
Farm for the occasion.'' Eddy promises to pull no punches in prepar·
ing for the gala evening. He e.ven
plans to invite John if he'll accept a
collect call. The event will be catered
by the Dempster Dumpster corporation.
He8l't to he8l't:The place for the
Dateless and Destitute to mix and
mingle is the posh Plasma Center
located on Magnolia Avenue. Fellow
Litterati can usually be seen exchanging small talk while waiting to
give blood to the more fortunate.
"It's a great place," said Larry,
press secretary of Businessmen
Unemployed Momentarily (BUMs).
"You get free juice and, if you meet
someone, you both walk out with $5
in your pocket. The only problem is
if you go there too often you get
tired.real easy, and they always ask
you if you got AIDs." Such is the
grand life...
P8l'ties, future: The theme of the
party is "Pennil~ss m~~ven," .a nd it
is certain to be a cyclone in the
every increasing_.social ~lµrl. Details
'
' ~
of the lavish happeni·n g are sketchy.·,
but best sources confirm that March
7 will be a lowbrow extravaganza.
The festivities begins at 6 p.m. with
dinner at the Salvation Army (where
the elite meet to eat). Event coor·
dinator, Mike Griffin, a former
editor of The Future, tells Litter to ·
expect a Who's Who of hobos. In addition to th gourmet fare, B. George
will show off his new spring wardrobe that he pilfered from a Goodwill box and Big Ronnie has promised to divulge one of his favorite
sleeping spots (Eola Park? Krystal's
bathroom? An abandoned car?
Greenwood Cemetery?). Stay tuned.
There has been a snafu in mailing
the invitations, but they will be going out soon.

Change the date: Cap the Wino's
MD 20/20 chugging exposition has
been rescheduled for March 11, pending his parole. It will be followed
by .a short awards presentation and
dancing.

Reagan budget unsound
President Reagan d~clared the state of the union to be pretty good
Wednesday night. I was too busy grinding out a newspaper to catch the
speech live, but I got to read the prepared text. Pretty good stuff, politically
sound, inspirational and very well choreographed. Unfortunately, you can't
run a nation the way you run the Rockettes.
Reagan has done more for this nation since Franklin Roosevelt and in fact
solved, to an extent, many of the problems brought about by the Roosevelt
administration. The economy is better than ever, the nation's spirit is peaking and we are once again respected internationally. Are we better off now
than we were four years and a few months ago? yes, but...
As students here we are all naturally concerned about education. If
there's one thing that everyone at this university can agree to, it's that
there is just not enough money. With the hot air from all the complaints
from our government officials about the quality of education we could make
the Capitol building float but we still couldn't solve any of the problems. If
things were not bad enough, Reagan's proposed budget for fiscal 1986 cuts
funding for education from the university all the way down to the elementary level. ·
At the university level, federal student loans will be cut. It is estimated
that close to half the students going to school in the United States receive
financial aid of some kind, and the most popular by far, is the federal ·student loan. The loan program -has opened up higher learning to a great
number of people with the brains but without the money, and the country is
better because of it.
Where will we be in 10 or 20 years when President Reagan's "star wars"
defense system is set up? Who will build it and·run it? The regular military
defense (if there is such a creature anymore) gets more and more technically
advanced every day. After all, $7,000 coffee pots can't be too easy to run.
Maybe they have the same infra-red laser electronics that the M-1 tank is
equipped with. In any event, modern defense is not as simple as pulling a
trigger anymore. If education does not advance with technology we'll all g~t
blown away anyway.
The Pre.sident has done a fine job thus far but his thinking has b~en far-1 ,
too shortsighted in this matter. Education shouid be a priority, and not just i:.
because I happen to be a student.
If we are to be tomorrow's leaders, we'll need some tools.

With the arms talks between t:qe
Soviet Union and the U.S. approaching in March, one can only
wonder how serious each side is. The
major problem between the Russians
and Americans is a lack of
understanding. Few Americans
realize the price the Russians paid in
World War II. Consider this:
After the war, Russia lay in ruins,
nearly bankrupt. But, most importantly, the Russians lost 21 million
people. We, on the other hand, did
not have any of our cities bombed,
we came out of the war twice as rich
as we went into it, and we lost just
over 300,000 men. 21 million people
is a hell of a price to pay. While I do
not condone the Soviet Union's
bastardization of Eastern Europe, I
can't blame the Soviets for seeing to
it that they don't get invaded
through there again. Remember
Napoleon? He invaded Russia
through Eastern ~urope and wreaked havoc.
The Soviets are stuck in a single
mode of thinking. The paranoia that
grips the Kremlin hasn't changed
much since the Cold War days.
Technoiogy has advanced so much
that the most sophisticated spy
satellites can tell what newspaper
Reagan is reading at any given moment. There really isn't any way one
side could launch a surprise attack
without the other side knowing in a
matter of minutes. Now that
technology has ~dvanced this far, it
is time to put past times behind and
move ahead.
I put forth the modest proposal
that the Soviet .Union and the
United States split the cost of
building a permanent moon base as
w~ll as a space station. Look at it
lik~ this. After 'a while, both count~~S. _)Vould have.,s~ uch invested
tHat-if one ddt pisselllbff at the
other, an amicable solution would be
found posthaste; too much would be
at stake for either side to throw it
all away.
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Just because we have two different philosophies, it does not mean
we automatically have to distrust
each other. The first step to better
relations with the Soviets is to
understand where they have been,
what they have been through, and
why they think the way they do. It
scares me to think how America
would be if she lost 21 million people in a war.
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D Criminals tax society

Department? Hasn't the 4341 computer been paid
for yet? Why does it cost so much to run? If there is
:t
a shortage of funds, why are joke programs being
written and printed out? Do some student accounts
have money to burn on extravagant waste?
l think it is counter-productive for an educational
ting him stay on Death Row and making costly ap- institution to have such restrictive access to the
peals) or would you rather see those tax dollars be- 4341 for the students to do their programming.
ing spent more effectively on education, health, Many of us are not experienced programmers and
must modify our programs many times in order for
safety and welfare?
them to run correctly. The instructors stress the
f~ct that they will not even look at a program with
Clifton M. Borzych syntax errors.
Public Administration
I believe that the money system for the accounts
should be scrapped and students _given unrestrictive access time in order to accomplish their programming assignments. Isn't the reason why we
are here is to learn? How can we do this with the
· skimpy amount of time allotted to us in our learnEditor:
ing.tJ;ie 4341 system's commands and intricacies let
I would like to have the actual purpose of the ac- alone hope to have enough for the semester on my
counting system for the IBM 4341 explained to me. programming assignments.
Why is it that there is a lack of funds available
Michael J. Pompura
. for student accounts, when, there is $1,000,000.00
Mechanical, Engineering
available for the Chair of the Computer Science

LETTERS .

Editor:
Last week you proposed the question ''Would
you really want anybody to die?" I would like to attempt to answer that question on the basis of
justice and humanity.
People are getting fed up with our legal system
that lets violent criminals such as murderers,
rapists and other offenders get away with Congressional medals of honor. These people are not the
heroes of our society. Why don't you propose your
question to those criminals who have executed
others, who have destroyed young girls' lives with
sexual assualt and rape, who have permanently
disabled the ability to function as normal human
beings those who happen to be in the wrong place
at the wrong time.
· No, I am not calling you a "bleedin' heart." Just
stop and take a minute to look at the justice of the
situation. Would you have society kiss the criminal
on the hand and send him away with thousands of
taxpayers' dollars (which would be the result of let-

D Computer funding

Spanky

by Carl McKnight
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osteopathic Medicine

l-1ig~ lBch/~igb TClt!ch
Osteopathic physicians give Americans the kind of health care
they want ... ond need. From the Pennsylvania · county GP
who makes house calls to the Texas neurological surgeon
directing .L( ln experimental nuclear magnetic· resonance imaging sy~tern, .
D.O.~ dff~r tbe Jotestutechnical advances haDd-·i n-hand with perso.n al cdt~.
Thir.ty million ·Americans choose a D.O. for family ~ rnedical care ...
personal, warm, touching care. They get "high touch" combined
with "high tech." :·,
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that what you've wanted all along?

Orlando General Hospital
7727 Lake Underhill Drive
Orlando, Florida 32822
(305) 277·8110
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FOR RENT

I

Good untll Feb. 15 - $200 off first
month's rent at Cambridge Circle.
Hollywood-style ' 2
bdrm
townhouse. Call Caryl Stevens at
277-0493. Attwood-Phillips
Realtors.
Room for rent In large apartment
on Lake Ivanhoe. Female only.
$200 plus 1/2 utillties. Furn. or unfurn. Call eves at 425-7102.
Rent a luxury condo, hot tub, pool,
washer/dryer, dishwasher and
more. 5 mlles from UCF, quiet, 2
bed/2 bath 677-5947 or
904-383-8400. S450/mo.
<-urnlshed, spacious 2 bet 2 bth.
across from UCF. Central air and
heat. 2-3 people $400. 4 people
5425. 273-0768. No pets.
Oviedo etflcency Apt's furnished.
All utllitles and color TV. Walk to
restaurants, shopping, bank, and
post office. No lease or deposit required. Pay weekly. Call the
Oyledo Lodge in Down Town
Oviedo 365-527 6.
NEW LUXURIOUS TOWNHOUSE 2
Bdrms, 1 1/2 Baths, appliances &
mini blinds. Washer and dryer
hook up. Near UCF S425/mo. No
lease required. 282-3579.
Goldenrod and University. 2
n:iaster bdrm/2 1/2 bath, paddle
fans, wet bar, fully eqpd kich,
washer, dryer. Avail. March 1. Call
Kim or Cindy 678-2358.

Male roommate wanted - One
mile from UCF. Duplex - 2
bedrooms, 2 baths - $197.50 plus
1/2 utilities. Available immediately!
Call 275-3178.

Floormen-Doormen Park Avenue
now hiring. High-energy personnel.
Above minimum wage. Apply
Monday only 1 to 4 p.m. 4135 N.
Orange Blossom Tr. 295-3751.

Female roommate wanted, nonsmoker to share 2 bedroom, 2
bath condo close to UCF,
S250.00 plus 1/2 utilities. Call
277-4130 evenings.

Valet parking company now hiring male and female. Call
834-6675 for Info between 12-4.

Female non-smoking roommate
wanted to share 2 bdrm. 1 1/2
bath furnished townhouse in Fox
Hunt Lanes. Own bdrm. furniture is
needed. Has all appliances inc I u ding woher/dryer and
microwave. 5200 plus 1/2 util. Call
273-0696.

Looking for a classy place to live?
Here's · your chance! 2 bdrm/2
bath home 1/2 mile from UCF.
Cathedral celling, ltallian tile kitchen, washer/dryer, dishwasher,
and all other modern conveniences. Call Tom after hours.
275-3241 or at work 660-6975.

Is It true you can buy jeeps for S44
through the U.S. government? Get
the
facts
todayl
Call
1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.

UCF area furnished 1 bdrm. apt.,
adults, no pets. S300. 273-0768.
Five miles from UCF. Gorgeous two
bedroom, two both. Low security,
$450/mo. Call Lanita. Solmokers
Inc. Realtor 282-1051.

ROOMATES .
Roommate wanted, 2 bed / 1 bath
in Haystack East. 5167.50 per
month plus 1/2 utilities. Call Scott
281-1952. Leave message on ans.
machine.
Female to share completely furnished condo. $250/mo. Includes
all utilities. Coll 282-7689. · or
855-3655.
Roommate 2 bdrm. apt. 678-5374
Jeff.
Need roommate to share unfurnished apt. near UCF - present
roommate is moving out end of
February. Call Rick any evening at
305-275-8250.
Female roommate needed . .
Townhouse 2 bedroom 2 1/2 bath
washer/dryer. Near UCF. Biking or
walking distance. Sl 33.00 plus 1/3
utll. Call Kristi or Leslie at 281-08 77
after 8:00 p.m. as soon as possible.
RooM FOR RENT: Room available
tor a female In a four bedroom
spacious house. Only 3 miles from
UCF with pool, tennis, and lake
facilities. Sl 80/mo. Includes ·
utilities. Call Marla 678-0728 after
6:30 p.m.

Translations and interpretations,
German / Spanish. Experienced.
896-8793.
Crisis Pregnancy Center
Free pregnancy test. Confidential,
individual counseling. In W.P. 1405
W. Fairbanks; one block west of
17-92. Mon.-Sat. Call .647-1477. We
can help you.
ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. Morning Arter Treatment.
Confidential, private. Woman
owned-a special approach to
health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk. south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or toll
free 1-800-432-8517.
S5 off with this ad

Both rates include GRAMMAR
SPELLING AND PUNCTUATION
CORRECTIONS, also a free title
page and a report cover.
FREE PICKUP-FREE DELIVERY

277·3980 (CALL 24 HOURS)

,

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
Information, pregnancy tests and
councellng. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
.
898-0921
.-

WORDMASTERS

I

TYPISTS
Typing-Word Processlng-Fasr Ser-

vice. Accurate and dependable
at reasonable rates. Close to
campus. Call Cindy at 365-4863 or
657-2733.

1979 red Flreblrd. New engine with
warranty. New radio, good condition, asking S4100 or best offer!
Call Bob at 629-6169 before 8 a.m.
or after 9 p.m.
House for sale by owner / UCF
faculty. 4-bdrm. 2-bath 7 yr. old
split pion. X-lg. closets, ceiling fans,
all rooms paneled. Family rm.,
large kitchen, new roof, fresh paint
inside, many xtrs. Howell Estates
location. $80,000-12% VA (73k)
& $7,000 cash. Call 678-8239 for
appointment.

Professional Typist. Experienced In
all work Incl. medical and legal.
UCF empl. 1 ml. north. Marti
365-6874.

Typing Services - Reasonable
rates - Professional work - Word
processing used. Ten min. from
UCF. Call Chris 361-0123.

Must sell to meet expenses! Sleek1975 Dodge Dart. Any reasonable
offer may be considered. Ask for
Kevin 277-6022.

QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast,
accurate, professional typing of
term papers, reports, thesis;
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. Pick-up and
dellvery.
Call after 6 p.m. 788·9097

Established word processing
business with excellent potential
and proven profitability tor sale
277-3980.

I

Florida-wide retail firm seeks tulland part-time sales help. No prior
experience necessary. Ideal for
students. Flexible hours available.
Days, nights, and weekends.
Average pay $5-10/hr. Call Mr.
Martin 291-1603.

PERSONALS
I...__ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ ____,
I speak French and would like to
meet someone who Is Interested
in French language to possibly exchange Spanish. Call Abraham
788-1316.
William Dietz,
We'll give you $20
Signed
Rocky Horror Fans!! I

TYPING: Term papers, theses, etc.
EDl'TING INCLUDED. STEPHANY,
678-5087.
Top quality word processing service. Term papers, Theses,
resumes & cover letters, research
papers & r~ports. Accuracy at
budget rates. Call 275-6761 or
657-0943.

Term papers
862-1432.

typed.

Anyone and everyone
I am the way, the truth, and the ·
life. No man comes unto the father
Individual Confidential Counsellnd
but through me.
Gynecologists
Jesus Christ '
Speaker Service

. 2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

Male ~rofesslon~I - Engineer - 33 ·
yrs. en1oys meeting all people of
the world. Desires to meet a Latin .
girl to exchange French language ··
for Spanish- or others who is between 19 and 30 yrs. Slim and
eductaed for dating, dining, and
possible long lasting relationship.
Please write and Include phone.
253 Spanish Trace, Altamonte Springs, FL, 32714.

EXPERT TYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, manuscript,
theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar,
punc., and editing Included.
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.

~
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TYPING-Prof. styled work. WORD
PROCESSOR, moderate rates, fast.
Call Susanne 277-4857.

•

TUTOR - EE grad student teaches EE,
Math ,and CS courses. Call
671-0209.

We can help you get your work
out
ACCURATELY
and
ON TIMERates:
$2.00/page-regulor
(The best you'll find)
$2.50/page-overnight

Students needed to clean homesl
Work around your schedules. Call
699-1636.

Couch & matching chairs - In excellent condlton. Call 677-1299
after 7 p.m.

.·

Tutoring - Pers. help in sci., math,
tang., grammar, and business. Call
843-3328.

WORDMASTERS
"The overnight cure tor the
term paper blues."

Top Pay
Appointment setter needed. From
qualified lists. Set appointments
between classes. My phone or
yours. Call Ms. Berkson at
831-0022.

Herbalife - A weight loss pro.g ram
capable of fantastic results or use
natural herbs and vitamin supplements as a healthy energy
stimulus - Call now 425-2122.

HELP WANTED

SERVICES

Guaranteed 1OO'l> Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelling.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for .error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Dlsplaywrlters and A B Dick Magna
SL word proces~ors. We have 14
employees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrlx. Over night and same
day service available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.

t:Xtra Income. Your own business.
No investment, no selling. 2 hours
·a week per your schedule.
275-6593.

Pontiac Tl 000 - 1982 loaded
AM/FM st. 54000 call Bill anytime
657-0479.
..
English Springer Spaniel pups. Fine
family, hunting, or show dogs. Excellent AKC pedigree. 277-3980.

A Arru: TYPING SERVICE

GOVERNMENT JOBS. $15,000 $50,000 / yr. possible. All occupations. Call 805-68 7-6000
ext. 4628 for information.

HUMANITIES MAJORS: Must sell
Tektronix 6235A dual trace 35MHz
· Bandwidth Oscilloscope! Impress
your friends! Call Steve 277-6022
$150.

Greenville, S.C. - someone to
share drive and gas on weekend
visits. Donna 671-5703.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING

Pizza delivery persons wanted.
Flexable hours, $3.35 hr. plus tips
and commission. Domino's Pizza
699-6666.

FOR SALE

CARPOOL

Total Secretarial Services. Term
papers, resumes, reports, etc.
Nothing to big or too small. Fast
accurate service at affordable
fees. 657-0705.

Couple, light work of 20 hours per
week In exchange for furnished
apt. Includes utilities. prefer math,
computer, or accounting major
for some beekeeping on Apple
Computer. Hours will be taylored
to flt your schedules. In Oviedo,
work can be shared by both and
does not require computer work if
you wish. Call 365-3648 In evening
or morning.

4 miles from UCF Share large new
3 bedroom, 2 bath home on Lake
Burkett. Non-smoker preffered.
Call 657-0088.

Waterbeds·Rent To Own from
$7 /week, no credit check. Wizard's
Waterbed Rentals. 896-1344.

Word Processing and Editing. Prof essl onal writer and former
English/Business
teacher .
Reasonable rates. Call Jan
855-4077.

Good Income working with mail
from home! Experience unnecessary! Details, send selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
Mr. Ramer, Box 923-A Lavergne,
TN, 37086.

Female to share completely furnished condo. S250/mo. Includes
all utilities. Call 282-7689 or
855-3655.

Male white, brown eyes, slim 33
yrs. 5'7" 140 lbs. college graduate
enjoys sports, outdoors, travel,
and music seeks a young woman
bteen. 19 and 30 yrs. slim,
educated for a lasting relationship
full of joy and love. Coll Abraham
788-1356.

RESUMES
· Deslgned/Typed-657-0C79.

OFFICE HOURS

Rates

8:30-5 Monday through Frid~y

S.50/line Students,

TELEPHONE

Staff, and Faculty

•

275-2865

DEADLINE
For placing a Classified advertisement of 5pm the Monday prior to
Friday's publication .

Sl.00/line Businesses
and non-students

•

-

•
I

Sports~~~~~~~

UCF Cagers fall in final second
by Morgan Phllllps
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

•

•

•
•

•

As the last second disappeared from the
clock, the UCF men's basketball team had
found themselves looking at another stunning loss.
The Bethune-Cookman Wildcats, formerly
2-13, found themselves on the winning side of
a streak of bad luck, when UCF allowed them
to complete a three point play with no time
on the clock to win the game. The Knights,
who have now lost 5 of their last six games,
held a thirteen point lead at one time, but the
Wildcats attacked swiftly at the end of the
game to close the gap.
With 1:23 remaining on the clock Kim·
brough put one through to give the Knights
the lead, 70-68, and then stole the ball from
the Wildcats on their next possession. B-CC
forward Kenneth Boynton then gave UCF a
chance to lock up the game by fouling center
Dennis Lavender. Lavender went to the line
only needing the front end of the one and one
to clinch the game and avoid overtime.
Lavender missed. Bethune quickly scooped
up the rebound and zipped down the court
with the ball. As the clock expired the ball
flew from the Wildcat guard Ronnie
Weston's hands and through the hoop knot·
ting the score. As Weston put the shot up,
though, he was fouled by a Knight player.
With no time remaining on the clock Weston

confidently walked to the line, and as the
crowd roared around him he sealed the
Knights' coffin with a perfect free throw, giving the Wildcats a 71-70 victory.
.
Coach Machock said, ''the team is not 'used
to winning, and they have problems coping in
the last second situation. It is hard for the
players to think possitively after losses like
these."
When asked what he felt were the Knights
greatest problems in the game Machock
replied ''We had problems handling the press
when we played Akron last week and we had
the same problem tonight. We slowed the ball
down and waited for something to happen
but nothing did. The free throws we have
missed have also hurt as well as the number
of turnovers we had.''
."Bethune must have hit a high percentage
of their shots in the last few minutes,"
Machock said to ·explain the quick Wildcats
comeback. Bethune scored on 83 percent of
their trips down the floor in the last eight and
a half minutes, but the biggest part of the
comeback came before that. With 16:30 left
in the second half the Knight offense ground
to a halt; scoring only six points in a period of
eight minutes.
The leading scorer in the game was Dan
Faison with 2~ points. Freshman guard Stan
Kimbrough had an ''off night'' scoring only
19 for the Knights. Faison also led the game
in rebounds with eight.
Dennis Lavender attempts a · shot for the Knights. UCF built
a 13 point lead over visiting B-CC, only to fall 71-70.

..

Player of the Week

Stan Kimbrough

Stan Kimbrough has been selected
as The Future's player of the week.
He was selected not only for this
weeks outstanding performance, but
also because of his contribution to the
Knights all season.
In the Jan. 30 game against Tenn:essee Tech Kimbrough scored a
season high 30 points. From the opening tip-off he had the hot hand by
scoring the Knights first 14 points.
He also contributed on defense by
stealing the ball four times.
The next eyening in the Knights
61-60 overtime loss Kimbrough
scored 20 points and pulled down six
rebounds. He hit on eight out of 14 at·
tempts from the floor.
Runner-ups to Kimbrough thls
week are Kristy Bums and Catrina
McCants

Baseball season opens
by Terry Keene
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

With major leagu_e baseball's spr·
ing season still a month away, many
college baseball teams, including
UCF, are beginning their seasons this
week.
The Knights open the longest
season in their history today as they
take on the Florida Gators at 3 p.m.
Coach Jay Bergman has assembled
an awesome schedule for the Knights
first year in Division I. It includes 88
games, with 58 scheduled for Knight
Field.
"We will be .playing four of the top
15 teams in the nation with Miami,
North Carolina, Florida, and Florida
State," Bergman said, "so we have

According to the Collegiate
Baseball Newspaper, Miami is ranked
seventh and North Carolina and
Florida State are ranked 10th and
11th respectively. Florida is 14th.
This year will be the fi_rst year that
the Knights will be playing under the
lights that were put up last fall. There
will be 25 games to be played at night
with most of them comi:ng during the
week. The athletic department hopes ·
that this will help raise student attendance. The first night game will be
Tuesday, Feb. 12 at 7 pm.
,
Although UCF does not have the
long-ball hitter that it would .like,
Bergrn.an . feels that the team will
score some runs. But what Bergman
is really excited about is his pitching

~---------------------b_y_T_e_r_rv_K_e_e_n_e~ourwmkc~o~forua''

SEE BASEBALL, PAGE 19

While the Lady Knights strive to reach the 20
win mark this season, UCF's men's team has
something to brag about also.
The Fighting Knights are finally perfecting their
game plan. Consider these facts:
The legacy began November 30 when the
Knights met Florida Southern. With the score tied the Akron Zips.
Coming into their February 6 contest against
going into the last second, the Knights gave the
Moccasins a three point play. While this first Bethune-Cookman, few thought the Knights could
glimpse of the future (no pun intended), was not keep the streak alive. Who would ever would have
nearly as polished as the one and two point losses thought UCF could lose to a 2-13 team that one of
UCF was later to achieve, it laid the ground work UCF's coaches called "one of the worst teams in
the nation." Well fear not, because the legend lives
for the Knight's· game plan to be.
On January 21 ag~nst Baptist College, UCF bat· on. UCF had to work hard to pull it off, but the
tied their way into overtime only to lose the game fearless Knights lost to B-CC 71-70 in the last se·
69-67, a one basket margin. In the next game, cond of the game.
At one time during the contest, UCF led the
against Nicholls State things fell apart as the Colonels missed their last second shot to lose the game Wildcats by 13 points. Taking advantage of a time
by one point. When UCF faced Tennessee Tech, on out called by B-CC, the Knights regrouped and
January 30, things really got off track as the allowed Bethune to outscore them 38-33 in theseGolden Eagles stomped UCF 70-55. But by the cond half.
Let's face it, no team could manage to lose so
January 31 game, the Knights had made some ad·
many
close games without tryin<!. Coach Machock
justments, corrected some problems and leapt back
seems
to be molding his team in cc1e spirit of the
into stride with an exciting 61-60 overtime loss to

Detroit Lfons. At least now we can in some way
compare a UCF athletic organization to a professional one. Maybe we can get the Detroit Lions'
head coach Monte Clark to come work with our
football team. UCF would be known far and wide
for always being able to pull defeat from the jaws of
·victory.
By the way, while I'm on the subject, the crowd
at the B-CC game was pathetic. Except for a few
s.rpall rumbles, I almost felt I was alone in the
stands. At this time I would like to declare the
unknown man who stood and led the UCF side of
the stands in a cheer "UCF's Most Durable Fan".
That took guts. If anyone knows who this mystery
Knight fan is, please send his name to Manny
Moon, care of-The Future. That's P.O. Box 25000 if
you need it. And don't forget the zip code, 32816, it
makes the mailman mad if you don't include it.
Anyway, let's try to have a real ·big crowd at the
Knight's next home game. Come . to the Civic
Center to watch as UCF battles ·Stetson. The
Knights are hoping to lose another game by less
than three points.

Lady Kn i g h Is strive for Twenty
by Scott Gunnerson

A winning

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

As they march toward their fourth straight
20-game win season, the 18-6 UCF women's basketball team is not looking past anyone. Tonight the
Lady Knights will host Tulane at 7:30 p.m. in the
UCF gym.
Winning another 20 games is .the last thing on
UCF head coach Joe 'Sanchez/s mind. In his last
three y~ars at UCF Sanchez compiled a record of
72-27, 24-15 in 1981-82, 25-5 in 1982-83 and 23-7 in
1983-84. But in their first year in Division I, winning 20 games is a milestone. "All I can say is that
number 18 is on the board," exclaimed Sanchez.

tr~dition
The womens
basketball team has
constantly scored
over 20 wins in each
of its last three
seasons. This season
the Lady Knights are
two wins away from
keeping that tradition alive.

UCF defeated Tulane in overtime at Tulane ,_____________8_4_·_8_5_ _ ____.
Jeff Glick/Future
Arena in New Orleans, Louisana, 75-70. In that
Jan. 22 game Tulane rebounded from a 33-32 deficit Roessler who scored 11 points, her high game of.the
at halftime to outscore UCF in the second half season.
36-35. But UCF took complete control of the overFour Tulane players scored in double
time, winning it 7-2.
figures-Maggie Crawford (15), Stacey Gaudet (14),
· UCF was led by forwards Susan Patz and Kristy Janna Lewis (12); and Paula Brown (12).
Burns, each scoring 18 points. DeAnn Craft added
UCF is coming home after a five game road trip.
13 points while victimizing Tulane for four steals. The Lady· Knights lost their first game to Mercer,
Starring off the bench for Sanchez was Valerie 96-64 before turning their game around to win the

next four games by a total of 11 points. ''In the last
four games, we played defense and scored well at
the end of the game,'' Sanchez commented.
"We've really been playing excellent ball in the
last five minutes of every game. We're doing the
things we need to do to win.'' .
Sanchez and his te~m are looking forward to
playing at home again. Their next two games will
be in the UCif gym, Tulane tonight and Tampa on
Feb. 14. The Tampa game will be Senior Night in
honor of the Lady Knights' two seniors Rochelle
Lee and Lori Oldham. It is also Faculty and Staff
night.
To top all of that, if the Lady Knights win
tonight, UCF can win their 20th game on Valentine's Day.
Today however, the Lady Knights know nothing
about Tampa. They are taking one game at a time.
"It's a simple situation.for us," Sanchez explained.
''We have to take each game at a time, be ready to
play against them and try to counter the things
they do well. That's been our goal. We have
established that goal and all my players think
about is our next game. All we can see is Tulane."

•

•

Cfa~~lc
Conj,ignmen£~

I

. ·.~Women's Resale Fashions
~
Current fashions at
far below current prices

.'

.Park Square
851 E. Highway 434
Longw~od,

.FL

331·7150
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A Will?

Insurance?

Name Change?

Contracts?

Uncontested Dissolution?

Police?

AEROBICS AREA • Improve your cardiovascular
condition and local muscle endurance in professionally developed aerobic dance classes.

.

. .

SWIMMING POOL • EnJOY a relaxing swim 1n our

Landlords?

~v

JOIN NOW.
ON LIMIT I
& SILVER ·1

STUDENT
·LEGAL SERVICES .

Problems with?

I RECEP~·:N

SWIMMING POOL
75'

,.._.__,~.........~~-----~~-----~~-----~---_.... .J,.:.J.

Open Mon.-Sat. 10·6
Thurs.Evening 'til 8p.m.

Student Legal Services provides
students with assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolutions. You can
r~ceive attorney consultation and
representation free · of charge to
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
·s top by SC 210 for more information
or an appointment.

: ~~

JOGGING • Run on our specially designed
banked and cushioned running track.

Official training site of the _• .,
Orlando Renegades players ar
cheerleaders
The walls are up, the roof is on,• c
the equipment is being delivered.
Soon the most incredible total
fitness facilities Orlando has ever.
seen will be open.
This is your chance to get in on
the excitement. Join the all new • ,
Bally Health & Racquetball Clubs
now while you can still save 45%
on our Limited, Bronze & Silver
memberships, and get from the • r
day you join until the day the
dded f
t the
1b

&

~~~~~l~~r~gtlomi.rc@aflf. ~H~~mlth~
4650 S. Semoran Blvd. 2 miles
south of Curry Ford Rd., 200 yards
.south of Pershing Ave., 277-1144

1700 N. Semoran Blv,
1 mile north of Norn
c 11- ·

•1o ..

11t• ... '· · 1

• c
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UCF Knight Cagers bring home two more losses

•

by Morgan Phllllps

late.
Freshman UCF guard Stan Kimbrough led all scorers in the game
with a season high 30 points, and also
led the Knights in rebounds with six;
but his individual effort was not
enough. The Golden Eagles had 14
players in the game, with 12 of them
contributing -to th~ victory. High
scorer for Tech. was forward Stephen
Kite with 17 points; Kite also led the
game in rebounds with 10.
In final team stats, the Eagles hit
54. 7 percent from the field, and 70.6
percent from the line. The Knights only managed. 49.1 percent from the
field and 20 percent from the line.

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

--------------The UCF men Cagers returned
from last week's road trip with a 6·15
record after dropping games against
Tennessee Tech. and Akron.
In the first game against Tennessee
Tech., the Knights were simply
outclassed as they lost 55-70; the
largest margin of defeat since the
Eastern Illinois game on Jan. 2.
By the end of the first half, the
Golden Eagles already held a 30-20
lead. The UCF Cagers were behind in
every phase of the game. Tennessee
Tech. hit 48.3 percent from the field
opposed to UCF's 40 percent. The
Golden Eagles put through 40 per·
The next evening the Knights took
cent from the free throw line, com- on the Akron Zips, and lost their se·
p~ed to the Knight's zero percent. cond overtime game of the year by
The Tech. cagers had 11 assists com- the score of 61-60.
pared to UCF's one.
In the first half the Knights sput·
tered initially dropping behind · 6-2
In the second half, the game slipped but then came on to score 11 straight
completely out the Knight's grasp as to •take the lead 13-6. UCF then rethe Eagles steadily built their lead. tained control and went into the
With 3:24 left in the game, Tennessee locker room at halftime with a 25-20
Tech. led 66-44 while continuing to lead. The Knight cagers also held an
shuttle players off the b~nch and into edge in statistics hitting .43.5 percent
the game. UCF made a small last from the floor; 83.3 percent from the
minute charge, but it was to little to line, opposed to the Zippers 23.3 per-

•

•

cent from the field and 60 percent
from the line.
As the second half began, it appeared as the Knights might have the
game in control. They built their lead
to 31-22, but then Akron came alive
to take the lead by a score of 41-36.
For the remainder of the half the
lead see-sawed between the teams un- ·
til with 1:34 left on the clock the Zips
led 55-51. Akron went into their stall
game until with 44 seconds left_Akron
guard John Loyer committed his fifth
personal foul to send Kimbrough to
the line.
Kimbrough sank the fitst shot closing the lead"to 55-52, ·but the sec_ond
shot bounced wide. Fate smiled on
UCF though as the Knights came up
with the ball giving Kimbrough
another shot, this time for two points.
He did not miss again.
With the score now 55-54, Akron
again tryed to run out the clock but
were stopped when UCF' guard Dan
Faison fouled Zip guard J aines Mer·
chant. Merchant went to the line and
put one of his two shots through giv·
ing Akron a 56-54 lead with 34
seconds left.
The Knights put the ball into play
and set up for the tying. shot which

Kimbrough put through from the
right corner with 23 seconds left. The
Zips were unable to do anything with
the ball and the clock ran out sending
the game into overtime.
The teams remained even in overtime until Akron cager Russell
Holmes missed a free throw allowing
the Knights to go on top on a shot by
Faison with 1:36 left.
The teams fought for the last shot
until 18 seconds. were left on the
clock, when Mike Fenwick of the Zips
fouled Faison sending him to the line
to shoot two.
Faison, a 60 percent shooter, missed both shots leaving the Knights
with a slim one point lead.
Akron called timeout with 13
seconds left on the clock to prepare
for the final shot. The ball was put into play and as the Zips fought for
position Knight forward Sani Alex·
antler fouled Merchant sending him
to the line with four s~conds left on
the clock.
Merchant first shot o.f the one and
one bounced wide, but fate favored
the Zips this time as Holmes grapped
the rebound and put it through as
time expired, giving the Zips 61-60
victory.
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:EMENT IS BUILDING
Pl ORLANDO
RACQUETBALL RACQUETBALL
1

2

COED
.EXERCISE
'ilT

WEIGHT

ROOM

CO-ED EXERCISE AREA • Firm a d shape your body
on the latest progressive resistance equipment.
including the newest from Nautilus.'

RACQUETBALL
J

course you could wait until we
open to join, but then you'd have
to pay full price.
You'll get everything you want in
a health club at Bally, including ·
the most elaborate co-ed exercise and aerobic center in the
area.
Don't miss this opportunity to get
in on the action now at Orlando's
new Bally Health & Racquetball
Clubs.

LENDER

ADVANCED TRAINING CENTER• A full line of .
freeweights and equipment designed to isolate
specific muscle groups.

'"' '

'I

•I

·i "

1"

I

MEMBER FDIC

(305) 365·6611

35nlm
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Prints and Slides from the same roll
Kodak MP film ... Eastman Kodak's professional color motion picture film now
adapted for still use in 35mm cameras by Seattle FilmWorks. Its micro-fine grain
and ric,h color saturation meet the exacting standards of the movie industry. With
wide exposure latitude, you don 'c have to be a pro to get great everyday shots or
capture special effects. Shoot in low or bright light from 200 ASA up to 1200 ASA.
Get prints or slides, or both, from the same roll.
C> J98i Scottie FilmWorks

......--91

••••-••••••••••-••••••••••••~•_._._......m--.

RACQUETBALL• Enjoy a fast game of racquetball
on regulation-size. hardwood racquetball courts.

acquetball Club
1

~2765

E
,~

d·

0 •
EQUAL HOUSING

MB RSHIPS

d (H
)
436
v · Bl
_
0 v ., 678 1 18

156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729

OVIEDO, FLORIDA

SAVE 45°/o
BRO

YOUR FRIENpLY HOMETOWN BANK

Information Center and exercise
facility now open. 1068 N. Semoran
in Goodings Plaza, 339-0680

. INTRODUCTORY OFFER

D Rush me two 20-exposure .
rolls of your leading KODAK
NAME
MP film-Kodak 5247® (200
ASA). Enclosed is $2.00. I'd like
ADDRESS
to be able to get color prints or
-Cl-TY------ST-AT_E_ZIP_
slides (or both) from the same
roll and experience the remark·
. Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks
able versatility of this professional
500 Third Avenue West, P.O. Box C-34056
quality film.
Seattle, WA 98124
.
KoJak 52~7 is a rcgisrcrcJ traJcmark of rhc Easrman Kodak Company.

limit of2 rolb per customer.

LIQUIDATION··
·.·.·.. SALE
·
.

.

.

•.

TMURSDAY- SAT!!! ·. ,

FEB.14-16 ·· . -·:
.· PUBLIC

NOTICE .· . ·
·ro PS·

s·HIRTS

&.

BLOUS~~

..

SPORT

SWEATERs

JAC~KETS

LONG SLEEVE

SHORT SLEEVE
VESTS

BRANDS
OT TON~S · WOOL
ANC,ORA BL~NDS
AMOUS

BE THERE !
'THR- FRI-SAT

•15

Nq MORE

$8-10 '

. HURRY! ·
FOR THE BEST
SELECTION

QU~N~!~~nl!'l~

•
·,

11731 E. Colonial Drive
•CHI ROOM•

·

·e

~ u.c.f.
~

* --

• CA SH
e. co oniol hwy 50
•VISA• MASTER CHARGE• CHECMS

0

0

• CREW •
·. •

CUFF

•

• TU BE •

save
· /:"~Ind
iilVIOmare

AN . ENTIRE vi
;OUSE CON·
SISTlNG Of .vP BRAND NAME.
CLOT HING PANlS.SLACKS. ·
SHIRTS. TOPS, BLOUSES, SWEATERS

OUTERWEAR AND MUCH MQRE
WILL BE LIQUIDATED REGAREDL ESS OF MANUFACTUR~RS COST .
•.•. SALE CONDUCTED BY····

ACTION SALES PROMOTIONS ·
LIQUIDATORS • AUCHONEfRS

r.:
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@REDl<EN

Football program gets head

A great cut deserves the best care.
Redken® products.

by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

~
'If

Univ.

<

KMart ~

IKJ

CALL

_Blvd.

Mon. Fri. 9-6

671•HAIR

Sat. ·9.5 Tues. Wed. Thurs. 9·1

Small Business
COMPUiER

itjf~HiW SERVICES

-· Tired of waiting for your turn at the
computer?
·
• Tired of time limits on the computer?
• Tired of driving to. UCF to use the com·
puter?
• Come see us.

t·
t .........................
Student Prices
•t COMPUTER rental time :•

i•
i (smaller increments available)
............................
f

$3.50/hr

~

Open
8 A.M. · 8 P.M.
Monday - Saturday

·call: 657-0988

5411 Lake Howell Road• Lake Howell Plaza
Winter Park, Florida 32792 • [3051657-0988

On last Tuesday and Thursday mornings at
6:00 a.m., long before the sun had risen to
burn off the fog, the new University of Central Florida football team was hard at work in
the gym. The young . Knights, mainly
freshmen and sophomores who were baptized
into a Division I schedule last season, are getting an early start on next fall.
Waking up before 6:00 a.m. (in the morning
wise guy) is a commitment in itself. But it
takes more than that to win in major college
football. However, no one on UCF head coach
Gene McDowell's all-volunteer army of assistant coaches has any intention of allowing
the Knights to post another 2-9 record.
The workouts, which are open to all UCF
students, are designed to build intensity,
mental toughness, quickness, agility and con- ' dition. It is the first step and will help the
players to avoid injuries. But the biggest ad. vantage is that the UCF football team, both
coaches and players, are getting together and
beginning to ·develop much-needed unity.
McDowell, former Florida State University
assistant football coach under Bobby
Bowden, has had no problem finding
assistants to fill his staff, even though he
cannot pay them a dime yet. To his
assistants, transforming the UCF football
program into a winner is a great situation
and well worth the gamble.
When McDowell accepted the UCF football
post, he knew what he was getting into.
''Some of the things I had to consider in coming here were leaving the plane rides, as op-

posed t~ bus rides, large crowds, television,
bowl games and those sort of things,"
McDowell expll,lined to The Future. "I would
like to get back to that as soon as
possible-at UCF."
McDowell and company, mostly from the
FSU have acquired a taste-no, better yet, a
hunger-for winning. Now they are starting
to instill that same hunger in the hearts of
the Knights.
Actually, the hour of the workouts was not
of the coaching staff's choice, but the only
time that the gym was available. Starting at
6:00 a.m. has its advantages. The workouts
end by seven and the players can concentrate
on school work for the rest of the day. These
guys are hitting on all eight cylinders before
most people get started in the morning.
Working out on Tuesday was Brian
Glasford. Missing almost the entire 1984
season due to a knee injury the 6-2 allpurpose back is on the comeback trail.
1983, Glasford started his freshman season
at wide receiver with two catches, including
an eight yard touchdown pass en route to the
opening day rout of of Elizabeth City State,

In

37-7.

He ended his freshman season with 216
yards on 12 receptions. The former Hialeah
Miami Lakes High School standout averaged
18 yards per catch and grabbed two
touchdown passes.
-L ast season, Glasford's sophomore year, he
was moved to the defensive backfield and
was injured in the second game of the season
against Northeast Louisana. He was declared
a medical redshirt and will return in the fall
as a sophomore.

LEGISLATIVE REPORT
Bills:
17-19 · Allocating $1,400.00 to fund Business Day in conjunction with The
Council of Business Organizations.
Introducer: Vice Ch. Dee Rubin ·
Vote: Passed 10y, 6n, 1abstention, 1prese~t
17-23 Allocating $800.00 for concrete to be used to install new bike racks.
lntroducers: Pro Tern Dennis Lasley, Ch. Bill T.ucker, Ch. Steve Phillips
Vote: Passed by acclamation
17-24 Allocating $718.51 to the UCF News to assist them in producing a half
hour news show to be aired on Evans Cable Channel 35.
Introducer: Pro Tern Dennis Lasley _
Vote: Passed by ~cclamation
Resolutions:
17-12 Amending Rules and Procedures: Rule 3.01 sections D a.nd E
combining the Publicity and Services Committees.
Introducer: Pro Tern pennis Lasley
Vote: 14y, 1n, 1abstention
Respectfully submitted by:
The 1-7th Student Senate
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Business i
. ·,THE HAIR SHOP · ;·
prospers ·
Pl-ecision. Style Cut $8.00
~ wllen ~eople ~ ' ·~· ...·
. . FULL.SERVl~E SALON
~ . are given
§. .~
· ·
·
~
• • §I ':.- ~.
WALK-INS WELCOME
§ 0pporturutteS. §g , .:10$>9
E. Colonlal Dr. .
. 282- 1700
(Wlhn Dixie Center)
•
~·

I

I ··
I

l

Florida Hair Designs t~ir..Jw~~

.. __§. ~-'

..

•

•

N PARK .

282·0091
Open Sundays 10·5

$6.00 Haircut for UCF students
$10.00 shampoo, haircut & blowdry
effective 1·25-85 through 2-2-85

'

. Dally 9·5 &Thurs. til .

-

~.,,_....~.,.,..ocr..CO"".,,~

9918 E. Colonial Dr.
next

·

to Ken's Firearms

·
Perm Special- $25.00 & up
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Get the faCtS
and fear no more I
IS thefe life after death? ·
. What is the other side really lilte?
Meet a man. who came back from the dead! .
. DAVE ROEVER Will share his experience of
dying and CC?ming back to life on
.

..

•

•

'

February 18
at the
Student Center Auditorium
at 7:30 p.m.

•

This is presented by Mainstream, the Young Single Adult Ministry of Calvary Assembly,
.
1199 Clay Street, Winter Park, FL 32789; Phone: (305) 644-1199

•

•
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Get Ready For The Beach·
Feel Great-Lose Weight
$·Back Guarantee

UCF coach Chuck Machock
has big sports background
by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Ask Me How

Call Kenny
(305)· 869·8106

,

Basketball has control of
the jump when it comes to
head coach Chuck Machock.
Machock has been active in
basketball coaching for the
Also: Ask me how to make extra $$
past
26 years. For the past 19
in your spare timel
he has coached at the college
level with two years at UCF.
--,.----iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH~O---W;;;;;;;;;m;;_t_O;;;;;;;;;m;;S-CiiiiiiimiiiiiiiOiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiieiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~==-i "I enj9y coaching very much,
for me it is very re arding,"
said Machock.
With a background .heavily
laden with sports Machock
couldn't help but seek
•
·coaching as his calling. ''I had
~
played basketball in high
Get a jump on Valentine's
school and college. hi addi·
Day. Send the FTD®
Flower Basket™ Bouquet
tion to that my father of.
..,, .
ficiated at football and
a few days early. Beautiful
flowers in a ceramic
basketball for many years. He
basket accented
worked the NCAA tour·
with pink hearts. Call
naments as well as the Big
your FTD Florist
today. Because this
Ten for 18 years," said
is one basket you
Machock.
don'twantto miss.
Another influence came
from his six brothers. "There
were seven boys in our family
and we were all involved in
athletics of one form or
another. I happened to like
basketball,'' commented
Machock.
.
. Machock graduated from
the University of Cincinnati
with a degree in biology and a
minor in physical education.
After graduating from college

a Iot of points with
a Sl.ngle basket

Machock went to teach and
coach at the high school level
for seven years. The first step
up to coaching on the college
level was a return trip to the
University of Cincinnati. In
1959 his team made it into the
final four tournament, only to
lose out in the finals.
The prestige of belonging to
one of the four best teams in
the nation has followed
Machock through his career.
After leaving Cincinnati
Machock moved to Ohio
State and then to UCF. "In
my mind winning isn't the
ultimate goal-being able to
be competitive with the best
in the nation is the goal. I like
to take a basketball program
and develop it into a com·

petitive and winning program,'' he said.
The lasting impression left
by this man whose presence
exudes that of a person who
knows just what he wants
and how to go about getting it
rubs off on his players.
"Coach Machock works us
hard, but it pays off," said
Steve Wiegel, a member of
UCF's basketball team.
Friendship is another of
Machock's many qualities. "
Some of my closest friends
are men 'Yho have played for
me or coached with me," commented Machock.
As far as building a team is
concerned, Machock believes
in building responsible young
adults in the process. "I like
to think that we have taken
boys and created young men
out of them by influencing
their lives in a positive direction," he said. "Coaches like
to feel that after football or
basketball has been left
behind that they have made a
positive impression on their
players ·that will follow them
through their lives."
The positive influence was a
factor that influenced Wiegel
to transfer to UCF from In·
diana State this season. "I
was impressed with Coach
Machock when he was at Ohio
SEE COACH PAGE 19
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HEROES ATHLETIC OUTLET
.

Where You Can

Buy

Name Brand Athletic
~oatweoF . and ClotAing
At

30°10 to 50°10
FEATURING:

OFF

NIKE · REEBOK · ADll)AS
NEW BALANCE · ETON IC · BROOKS
CONVERSE· PUMA· TIGER
1919 Aloma Ave
Winter Park Corners

671-1619
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_UCF Lady Knights win fourthconsecutive
Mercer defeat behind them and won Pellegrini, FIU led by as much as five · Richardson, who scored 33 ~oi~ts.
the next four games by a total of points in the early portion of the first
The Lady Knights countered with
eleven points. Against FIU, Kristy nalf. Pellegrini scored 10 of her 14
Burns led the Lady Knights for the points in the first half, but also com- some hot-shooting from freshman
The UCF Lady Knights won their 12th time this season with 23 points. mitted four fouls.
·guard Catrina McCants. The Mobile,
fourth consecutive game on the road
Alabama native scored 20 points, 13
Both UCF and FIU had foul trouble
with a tough 84-81 win over Florida
Pellegrini did not return to the con- of . them in the second half. At one
International University Saturday throughout the game. Just five test until the last seven minutes of point McCants was so hot she even
night in Miami. It was the minutes into the contest, UCF head the game. ''As Pellegrini went out, we made a 35 footer as time was running
Sunblazers' first defeat at home after coach Joe Sanchez had three Lady went inside to Patz because we felt out on the 30 second shot clock. The
Knights in foul trouble-Lori they had no one to match up against shot gave UCF a slim 66-63 lead with
winning their first eight.
FIU, 1·6-5 and currently ranked Oldham, Susan . J?atz and Christine her," said Sanchez.
8:~0 to go in the game.
20th in Division II, couldn't keep ·up Strahl all had two personal fouls.
Valerie Roessler also played a
Patz, a 6-1 junior forward, picked up
The Sunblazers came in to the game
with the deep UCF bench.
UCF, 18-6, finishes their five game her third foul three minutes later and with a disadvantage · as they only strong game off the bench. Roessler, a
dressed out nine players. Three would native of Casselberry, scored six
road trip with a 4-1 record after losing left the game.
eventually foul out, including points and also played well away from
the first game of the trip to Mercer,
96-64. The Lady Knights put the
With the strong inside play of Kim . Pellegrini and starting guard Lynette the ball.
by J.C. Meyerholz
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
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D 13 Wins Disc Golf

The team of Doug Meyer,
Doug Friedlander, Terry
Porter and Brad Chase combined for a 13 under par 47
to cop top honors in Rec Ser·
vices team scramble Disc
Golf tournament last Friday. A total of 11 teams
competed on the newly updated UCF 18 hole Disc Golf
layo~t.

D Senior Night
The Lady Knight's
February' 14 basketball
game has been declared
Senior Night. The game,
which will ·be played against
Tampa, marks the last home
game for senior players Lori
Oldham and Rochelle Lee.
Game time is at 7:30 in the
UCF gym.

•

D Faculty and Staff

The Lady Knight's
February 14 basketball
game is also Faculty and
Staff Night. All UCF faculty
and staff will be admitted to
the game free of charge.
Game time is at 7:30 in the
UCF gym.

•

I

D Dynamic Duo

Rec Services will host a
unique two persorl coed
superstar competition next
Friday evening and Saturday open to all UCF
students, faculty, and staff.
This competition .features 10
different sports events, including softball hitting,
tandem bicycle, pickelball,
basketball shooting, golf,
disc golf, running, swim tub·
ing, bowling and tennis. Get .
your partner, sign-up at RS
101 by noon Thursday,
February 14, and meet the
challenge to be UCF's most
dynamic duo. Call X· 2408
for more information.
D Intramural Golf

· The next event in the intramural "Home on the
Range" golf series will be a
two man Best Ball tourna·
ment on Friday afternoon,
February 22. Sign up and
more information are at RS
101.

...
."

"'
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guided the Falcons to a
47-44 record including three
Leeman Bennett, 46, will trips to the NFL playoffs.
be the new coach of the Tam- His 47 victories are the most
.pa Bay Bucaneers, owner by a Falcon coach.
Hugh Culverhouse announcBennett is the only coach
ed January 23, 1985. Ben- to guide Atlanta to the
nett has agreed to a five- playoffs in the team's 19
year contract as the second seasons. He first produced a
head coach in team history, playoff team in his second
succeeding John McKay season on the job when the
who coached the team for its 1978 Falcons earned an NFL
initial nine seasons.
wildcard berth with a 9-7
"Leeman is a proven win- record. Atlanta won its firstner," says Culverhouse, ever playoff game with a
"who brought about the 14-13 win over Philadelphia
greatest days in the history before subsequently falling
of the Atlanta Falcons. He to Dallas 27-20.
comes highly recommended
Atlanta enjoyed its
and I have been very im- greatest success under Benpressed with him in a series nett in 1980 with a 12-4
of interviews. He is highly record that equaled the best
organized and motivated. reqular season mark in proAfter a lengthy interview fessional football that
process with many outstan- . season. It was Atlanta's
ding candidates, I have first and only NFC West
great confidence he champion team. The Falcons
represents the best possible lost a close 30-27 playoff
coaching choice for the Buc- decision to Dallas.
caneers at this time."
Bennett's 1981 team
Bennett brings six scored 426 points to lead the
seasons of NFL head NFC in scoring but fell short
coaching experience to his of the playoffs. His final
new position, in addition to Falcons team in 1982 returnseven seasons as an NFL ed to postseason action with
assistant and seven as a col- a 5-4 record that was the
lege assistant. In his six best of any NFC team that
seasons with the Atlanta year (no championship
Falcons (1977-82), Bennett awarded due to strike). MinD Buccaneers

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

- --- -

Pro Football Newsweekly,
the Kansas Ci_ty 101 Club
and the Washington
Touchdown Club) .
Bennett was born in
Paducah, Kentucky on June
20, 1938. He graduated from
Tilghman High School in
Paducah where he starred at
quarterback and defensive
back. He also played those
positions at the University
of Kentucky _where he
graduated and began his
coaching career as a
graduate assistant for Blanton Collier in 19.61and1962.
After two years in the U.S.
Army, he returned to Kentucky in 1965. Other college
coaching positions followed
at Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,
and Navy.
His first NFL .position
was as offensive backfield
coach for the St. Louis Cardinals in 1970 and 1971. In
1972 he moved to the
Detroit Lions and then accompanied his close friend
Chuck Knox to the Los
Angeles Rams for four
seasons beginning in 1973."
Bennett served as Knox's
receivers coach and had a
hand in four consecutive
NFC West titles for the
Rams.
Bennett and his wife, Pat,

.PRO
.COR.NER
nesota defeated the Falcons
30-24 in a playoff game that
year, Bennett's final game
as Atlanta coach.
His Atlanta teams were
known for both offense and
defense. The 1977 team,
known for its "Grits Blitz"
set an NFL 14-game record
by allowing only 129 points.
Both his 1980 and 1981
teams scored over 400
points (25 points per game)
and ranked in the NCF' s top
four in total offense.
His achievements with the
Falcons were recognized by
Coach of the Year awards in
three different seasoµs. In
1977, he was named UPl's
NFC Coach of the Year. In
1978 after guiding the
Falcons to the playoffs for
the first time he was tabbed
as NFC Coach of the Year by
the Football News and the
Kansas City 101 Club. The
Falcon's 12-4 season in 1980
earned him consensus NFC
Coach of the Year honors
(Professional Football
Writers of America, UPI,
Football News, College and
- - - - - - - - --

,
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Y9uCanEarn
~lOOOMore

FACT:

AYear.

As little As 10 to 20 Hours of
Computer TlOle Translates Into a
$1000 Advantage In Today's Job Markei

Believe it. In 1985, over 75 percent of all jobs will have
some interaction with computers. Startling? Then how
about this: over 87 percent of today's work force has
never _touched a computer.
Now you can get the edge you need for today's (and tomorrow's) job market.

State. After I graduated from
high school I went to Indiana,
but when I heard he was down
here I transferred to UCF.
He's a good guy a:r:id can do
good things for the sport,''
commented Weigel.
On the court Machock
takes the game very seriously, as anyone who has attended the games can attest to.
Off the court he is a friend
and confidant for his players.
"On the court coach Machock
is your coach, no fooling
around. Off the court he's someone you can turn to if you
have a problem, or just so-

have two sons, Paul (19) and
Greg (16). He continues as
president and part owner of
Dumberland .Campers, a
recreational vehicle firm in
Smyrna, Georgia which he
founded in his two-year
absence from coaching. He
is interested in the problem
of drug and alcohol abuse
and has been director of the
impaired athletes program
for Charter Medical Corperation and is an Atlanta board
member 9f Straight, Inc.
D Renegades
The Orlando Renegades
have announced that the
Jewett Orthopaedic Clinic
has been named as the
Renegades' Medical Care
Consultant (MCC).
Renegades' Managing
General Partner, Don.
Dizney, commented: "We
are pleased that the Jewett
Orthopaedic Clinic has
agreed to serve the medical
~d rehabilitative needs of
the Renegades."
Under the agreement between the professional football league and the clinic,
the Jewitt Orthopaedic
Clinic will provide all orthopaedic and rehabilitative

SEE PRO, PAGE 21
meone to talk to," said
Weigel. .
When asked if his son
would be following in his
father's footsteps Machock
said,'' R~ght now Bob is a
communications major with
no coaching in his future as of
yet." Who knows, we may see
the Machock legacy carried
on, in one form or another.
Machock is not only a coach
and teacher, he's a husband
and father as well. has three
children, the oldest a
daughter who is married and
lives in Cincinnati. His
youngest is also a daughter
and she attends high school
here in Orlando. The middle
child, Bob, is a member of the
Knight basketball team.

BITS & BYTES COMPUTING LEARING CENTERS.

They're not a co_mputer store, they're a learning center. A
learning center with over 100 computers and thousands
of software programs. A learning center with everything
from wo_rd processing to advanced calculus. From accounting to physics. From graphics to games.
And BITS & BITES can help you today, too. In writing
term papers. With computer-assisted tutorials, special interest classes, computer programming and more.

• IARGE STIJDENf DISCOUNfS AVAIIABLE •
BITS & BITES. Because what you don't know now can
cost you $1000 a year later.

Bits~

Bytes

Computing-Leaming Center
2215 Aloma Avenue
Winter Park, Florida 32789
(305) 657-2120

BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 11
staff. While last years pitching ace, Joe Santiago, heals
from two arm operations and
won't be ready to play for
several weeks, John Groth
has risen to take the lead on
the squad. He will be starting
against Florida:.
The pitching crew has been
bolstered with the addition of
three former Valencia
players, Tommy Novak, Jeff
Colton, and Lamar Chandler.
Bergman hopes that these
players can play up to the
potential that they displayed
in the fall season. Rounding
out the starting rotation will
be Russell Manion, a transfer
student from BCC.
While UCF does not have a
big power hitter, they have
record set ting second
baseman, Tim Barker returning for his senior year. Barker
set a new record for stolen

bases with 40. · Teaming up
with Barker to form the
doubleplay combination this
year will be Scott McHugh,
another transfer from VCC.
Completing the infield will
be thrid baseman, Wayne
Schultz and first baseman
Vince Zawaski.
Joe Dawson, who was the
leading hitter on the squad
last year with a .397 batting
average and a .595 slugging
percentage,will be returning
for his senior season.
Kenny Wright returns to
take over the right field job.
He hopes to improve on his
.267 average of last year. Also
in the outfield will be junior
Vince
Cangelosi
and
freshman Todd Reese.
This weeks home games include Florida Feb. 8 at 3p.m.
and FIT plays a doubleheader
on Saturday starting at lp.m.
Next Tuesday UCF takes on a
tough Florida Southern team
at 7pm on Friday the Knights
meet West Florida.

•
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-oood·lnvestment
In
Your
Education?
"2 Bed/2 Bath Townhornes
only

$430

mo. P & I*

''My Parents made a good investment here. We looked at all the
communities on Alafaya Trail and this is the best. It's quiet here with a
nice atmosphere and you have privacy. You...can 't lose here."
Roger Larreur
€oJumbia, Maryland

l (

~

Fox Hunt Lanes·
•
~
•
•

•

.1.2 Miles From Campus On Alafaya
*A Tremendous Investment:

• Purchase price $53,900
• Only 5% down, $2700 (owner
occupied)
• No closing costs
• $430/mo. P & I
• Guaranteed 9.5% interest rate
first year

One mile north of Highway 50 on Alafaya
Trail 1.2 miles from campus. Furnished
· model open daily Monday-Saturday, 10AM6PM, Sunday, 12Noon-6PM

RI

'305-282-4393

~~

University Blvd.

Westinghouse

~~
- - - -- -. · After hours: (305) 422-1111
UCF
--- --I

I
I

I

~

~

=

Cl)

Colonial Drive (Hwy 50)

~artin Marietta

East West Expressway
Lk. Underhill Rd .

0

~

-.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Vaulted ceilings
Open, spacious floor plan
Large master bedroom suite
Cable TV available
Sparkling skylights
Charming loft

· #

INVESTORS - Foxhunt Lanes is ideally located close to UCF, Westinghouse and the new East Martin Marietta plant Single
units to quadraplexes are available with low-down financing.
*Sale price $53,900, $2700 down. 9.5% percentage rate 1first year. Note accrual rate indexed to 6-month Treasury bill 12.50%.
APR 14.54%.

Goodman-Payton [B

associates, inc. .... •a··

•
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needs

for

the Orlando

Re~egades.

. Injuries sustained on the
field will be attended by the
clinic's staff of orthopaedic
surgeons who subspecialize
in trauma to the knee, hip,
spine, should~r, back, feet,
and ankle bones joint repair.
An integral part of the
health care in Central
Florida for nearly half a century, the Jewett · Orthopaedic Clinic, located at
1285 Orange Avenue,
Winter Park, is known

throughout
the
southeastern United States
for its advanced surgical and
recovery procedures, extensive physical therapy facility and unique sports
medicine programs.
A spokesman for the clinic
said it was an honor to be
named MCC for the
Renegades and said the
clinic appreciated the confidence expressed by both
team management and the
players in making what
must have been a difficult
decision.
"We are .qualified and
looking forward to the
challenge that the MCC
designation represents,''

said the spokesman, who
urges- the Central Florida
Community to join Jewett
Orthopaedic Clinic in enthusiastic support of its
hometown football team.
D Bandits
Steve Spurrier, one of the
top young coaches in professional football, has agreed to
a new contract with the
Tampa Bay Bandits. The
new contract is in effect for
the 1985 season, but financial terms have not been
disclosed.
' winner of the Reisman
Trophy in 1966, Spurrier has
quickly built a reputation as
one of the finest innovative
offensive jninds in coaching.

"Next to our fans, Steve
Spurrier is probably our
most valuable asset. He personifies BanditBall on and
off the fi~ld. Not only is he a
great field leader, but he is a
tremendous ambassador to
the Tampa Bay community.
His style of offense, his open
practices for the fans, his
rapport with the media, his
involvement in charity
work, all of these things are
reasons why Steve Spurrier
is so valuable to the Bandits."
Along with business
reasons, Bassett added that
personal respect for Spurrier
made the signing more
rewarding.

His 1984 BanditBall offense
became the first ever in professional football to have a
4,000 yard passer and two
1,000 yard rushers in the
Sall!e season.
Even more impressive is
the Bandits 25-11 regular
season mark in Spurrier' s
first two seasons as head
coach. His winning percentage of .694 and the 25 victories rank Spurrier in the
top 5 of all time pro-football
rookie coaches.
Bandits owner and
managing general partner
John Bassett says he feels
the new contract for Spurrier is one of the most important in the franchise history .

.......r....

Future
Management Positions Available
...-'\1.

The Future newspaper is currently accepting applications from students for the
positions of Editor in Chief and Business Manager. Application deadline is Feb. 20.
B~siness

Editor in Chief

"

Duties: Overall responsibility for publication and management of
weeklycampus newspaper. Determines editorial content and policies, appoints
and supervises staff of student writers and editors. Oversees newspaper's
business manager and business department, and services as a member of the
university's Board of Publications
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade point average,
be at least a second semester freshman and be at least a part-time student. In
addition, candidates must show their experience and/or academic achievement
in reporting, editing and communication law.
_Application: Applications are available in the Future's business office, phone
275-2865. Completed applications must be received by 5 p.m. Feb. 20 to be
considered.

Manager

Duties: Directly responsible for financial management of weekly campus
newspaper, including advertising, budget preparation, purchasing, payroll and
circulation. Supervises advertising sales and production, and staff of student
salespersons. Responsible to newspaper's editor in chief and serves as a
member of the university's Board of Publications. Recieves 1 percent sales
commission in addition to salary._
Eligibilty: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade point average,
be at least a second semester freshman and be at least a part-time student. In
addition, candidates must show their experience and/or academic achievement
in busines~ management.
Application: Applications are available in the Future's business office, phone
275-2865. Completed applications must be received by 5 p.m. Feb.20 to be considered.

SUN STATE FORD MA.KES
IT EASY TO DRIVE!

'

1985

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY NE·w
CAR OR TRUCK YOU WILL RECElV~

FREE!

)mf
.

SALES &
SERVICE
.

.

APPROVED
AUTO REPAIR

NEW AND USED
CARS AND TRUCKS

..

.

.

.

•
•
•
•

--

Extended Service Plan

The Ford Extended Service Plan is acontract bet·
ween you and Ford Motor Company that protects you
against une><pected repair costs on an extensive hst
of ma1orcomponents, and lets you drive with peace of
mind .

24 MONTH
or
24,000 MILE
.~Maximum Coverage Plan

'

COME IN TODAY
·FOR A TEST DRIVE

..

COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT
RETAIL & WHOLESALE PARTS DEPARTMENT
AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENT AL
LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER

-

Students Free

•

Friday-Feb 8
Theatre Aud.

I

PAC 1s FUNDED THROUGH THE Acr1v1T1Es AND SERVICES FE•: s AS Al.l.OCA'n: n BY TllE STum:NT
GovERNMENT OF Tm: UN1vt: ns1TY ot· CEN1'RAI. Fi.oRmA.

- It's Better in the ...

-ll

•

The Ultimate Spring

B~eak!

4 Days and 3 Nights at Freeport's
Bahama Princess Hotel
Round Trip Airfare

SAT. FEB.9. • 8:00a.m.

. fl

Student Center
parking lot
Sign up at the Main Desk or· at event.
-50 car MAXIMUM!

•

,'march 14-17

-cost:

$1~9.00

Only 100 spaces available
$100 deposit due Feb. 15
Call x2611 for details

PA(' i.< funded tlrrouf{h Actiuih·e.• and Senricr.•
a.• allocated b.v the Studrnl Gouemmrnl of
tlrr Uniurrsity of C'.entml Florida.

Fee.<

•

•
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EYECARE ·
Adults & Children
Dr. A.R. Copely, Jr., P.A.

20% discount to students and faculty

•

EYE EXAMS
Medical treatment
All Contact Lenses (soft, hard, ext. wear, etc.)
Fashion Eyewear

855-3100

~s outh ·Orlando
.....

(81
· ··

Hours begin at 8:00 a.m.
f<,C:l

AUSTANAN'S

FORMERLY
SUNWAY

MEAT .MARKET

0
s~c:.1
:1i1

~

•

~

USDA
CHOICE

•

·-

COUNTRY STYLE

CHUCK
ROAST
1.49,b.·
FRESH MADE

•
...;

COOKINGOOD
PREMIUM

REGULAR

PORK

SUPER
SUBS
RU~S
5
s 1.291b~ 2.99~a.
FRESH

U.S.D.A.
CHOICE

USDA
·CHOICE

We Repair Shoes Also

49¢1b. ·

3.491b.
CENTE~

CUT

COLE GROUN PATIO
PORK
SLAW CHUCK STEAKS STEAKS

PORK
CHOPS

sl .591b. sl. 991b.

sl .991b.

99¢1b.

. 99¢1b.

IN JIFFY PLAZA

¥

Corner of Goldenrod
and University

7587 ·University Blvd .
Winter Park
657·7754
Open Mon.-Sat 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

University Blvd.

_,,.,

WE SELL ONLY
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Name Brand Shoes For Less
- EVERY SHOE-EVERY DAY
$7.77 to $9.88

NY STRIP
.S.YEAK

LEG
QUARTERS

FRESH

~

GRAND OPENING .s'>~~QJ'~b
.
·>>

Hwy.50

Bring this ad for one FREE pair
of hose with any shoe purchase.

..
..,

· DON'T TRADE
THAT CAR!

FAMILY INSURANCE
·CORPORATION

.Let the experts make your car
run like new again!

MOTORS -~RANSMISSIONS

#-

Repaired • Overhauled -. Rebuilt

AUTO INSURANCE

AUTO·REBUILDERS

LOW RATES
PIP-DWl-SR22'S
MOTORCYCLES
MOBILE HOMES

Free Towing - Easy Credit

D
D
D
D
tj

CALL FOR FREE QUOTES

...

WESTERN UNION
SERVICES AVAILABLE

422·2222
-

UCF DISCOUNT

FULL LINE
AGENCY

I

•PERSONAL
• BUSINESS
• HEALTH & LIFE

2 LOCATIONS TO .SERVE YOU
Open Mon.-Fri. 9 A.M. to 7 P.M., Sat. 9 A.M. to Noon

273·2222 291·1111
9709 E. Colonial Dr.

1443 N. Pine Hills Rd.

.

The Offic
located i
9 p.m. Mo
a.m. to 5 p . .

~

'l· "
The office pr
motion and se
CAREER PLACEMEN
CENTER, VETERANS AFF
,
ATION,
COUNSELING and le STING, etc ....
For more infor.
by the office.

all 275-2821 or stop
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
We're Working Hard For You !
Take Advantage of what we have to offer!
.

.

Discount Movie Tickets to:
*General Cinenta
(Fashion Square, Altamonte Mall, Parkwood, Seminole)

· *Plitt .
(Colonial Plaza)

* Eastern Federal
(Conway~

Orange Blossom, Northgate)

(

,.

Discount Attraction Tic}tets to:
. Disney W orld/Epcot
·Sea World
Wet 'N Wild
Busch Gardens
Once Upon A Stage Rosie O'Grady's

East-West Expressway Tokens
(25 for $5.00)'
•
\

Discount Photo Processing
Lost and Found ·

,,,,

The

Entertain~ent and Feature ~upplement of .~Future

the breath test well documented. By the time a case
gets to court, the jury can see the defendant as he
actually was when charged. It is just about a
foolproof system. Some people though, just don't
On a typical friday night in Orange County,_
learn: ''I have regular customers. Many times I
14-20 drunks will be taken to one of the two Breat h
have seen the same person twice. One man I saw
A lcohol Testing Mobile U ni t s-B .A. T.
· twice in 24 hours. He got out here on the video tape
Mobiles-stationed throughout the county. In a
and when he tried to do the leg lift, he said 'I
four hour span last Friday night, five men were ar·
couldn't do this last night.' We have our regulars. I
rested and charged with driving under the in·
fluence-DUI-and taken to the B.A.T. Mobile staknow one man we have seen seven or eight times.
tioned at Michigan and Delaney streets.
There are some people who are never going to
There is at least a 20 minute wait between the
learn, '' Cook said.
time of arrest and the time the sobriety and breath
The police rarely show any compassion or feel
tests are given. This is to ensure that the person
sorry for drunks. Because they see the death, injuries and destruction drunks do, the police let few ·
charged cannot eat, drink, or induce vomiting.
get away with a warning.
·
Time seems to stop for those 20 ~nutes in the
back of the police car. The reactions from the five
The officer who arrested Charles (and who prefermen charged that night were typical and predicred not to be identified) said "I can't show any comtable. They had plenty of time to sit and ponder the
passion. If I let someone go and wake up the next
morning only to look in the paper .a nd find the
consequences of drinking.and driving.
Charles was violent and loud; a 22-year-old from
bastard killed or injured somebody, I haven't done
Kissimmee, sunburned from playing golf all day,
my job."
was sarcastic-he congratulated the officers for doLinda Gahagan, a corrections offi_cer in charge of
ing a "fine job" of administering the test. A
B.A.T. One, who is pretty in a quiet sort of way,
38-year-old businessman sat there looking oblique·
turns into a tough woman when it comes to giving
ly into the darkness, almost as if he was laying the
the breath test; some people get violent or
mental groundwork for an elaborate array of ex·
obstinate and refuse to cooperate. ' 'You can be
cuses to employers, loved ones, -friends. One
polite only .to a certain extent," says Gahagan.
mustachiood man was so intoxicated he could not
Charles refused to cooperate and Gahagan had to
even stay awake in the police car. The first man
yell several times to drown out his countless exbrought to the B.A.T. Mobile passed a policeman
planat ions.
while driving on the wrong side of the road. He was
At least one of the B.A.T. Mobiles is out every
extremely cooperative as if expecting nothing but a
night of the week. ''Generally we set up on site at
scolding and an admonition not to drink and drive
9:00 p.m. and we tear down at about 4:30 a.m.,"
again.
Gahagan said. . Gahagan is also responsible for
Florida is no longer takingllrinking and driving
reams of paperwork, the testing and sometimes she
lightly. This is the current punishment for DUI in Charles, a 20-yea~old sailor stationed at the may have to testify in court.
Florida:
navy base, smashed his head violently
Each night the B.A.T. Mobiles change locations.
• a minimum fine of $250
against the plexiglass window in the back of The key advantage to the B.A.T. Mobile is that it
• jail for up to 6 months- 10 days usually an Orange County sheriffs car. The force of gets the officer back on the street quic~y after an
minimum
these self-inflicted blows caused the car to
arrest. If an officer takes a person charged with
• at least 50 hours community service
.
.
.
DUI
to
the Central · Booking Ofrock slightly and the arresting officer to
fice-CBO-downtown it takes an .average of two
• 6 months suspension of driver's lice~se
hours to get back on the street.'By using the B.A.T.
• mandatory attendance of an alcohol abuse look up from the paperwork he was filling
course
out. "He'll have a big headache and some
Mobile, all an officer has to do is fill out the paperBut in the long run, the cost is closer to $5000 bruises in the morning. He'll chill out, '' the work and dro_p off the drunk; usually he can be back
when auto insurance, court costs, attorney's fees officer said.
out on the street in 40 minutes. There are eight
and lost wages are added up. There ~s no price tag
A few minutes later, atl was made ready deputies in Orange County who do nothing but ar· ·
for the inconvenience of having a suspended f. Ch l
·
b .
d
rest DUis.
ares to receive a so net~ test an a . Although - tlie B.A.T. Mobile is financed exdriver's license for 6 months. This is one rare in- 1 or
stance w~ere the law is not filled with loopholes or blood alcohol breath test: the video camera elusively by the Orange County Sheriff's Departsubject to a wide and varied interpretation; it is and bright lights were turned on, and state ment, the Florida Highway Patrol and the Orlando
also a rare instance where no compassion is shown. trooper Ed Santiago stood by with a clipPolice Department also use it. Each month the
Corrections officer Carleton Cook has spent 17 board in hand. Charles, we ring a neatly
FHP assign~ a different of~icer to work with the
years getting drunks off the road. He has been with pressed blue navy uniform was escorted
B.A.T. Mobile for the ~xperience. .
.
Orange County for the last four years and seen the
State trooper Santiago, who is assigned to
.
.
'
.
from the police car with tears streaming
B.A.T. One this month is a tall friendly man who
implementation of the B.A.T. Mobiles.
can handle just about any type of person.
"Florida has declared war on the drunk driver," down his face, snot pouring from both
said Cook. The conviction rate from the B.A.T. nostrils and sobbing in. a slow alcoholSantiago's job is to administer the legal spiel and
Mobiles runs in the 90 percent range. When a influenced southern drawl , "I didn '. t do
the sobriety test, which includes walking a straight
drunk is brought in, his sobriety test 'is filmed and nothin '." This is an ugly part of life.
line,
BY RICHARD T RUE TT
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Nailing

Drunks

see Drunks page 2

Album classic: Read about how The Doors
got back together in 1977 and finished Jim ·
Morrison's poetry album, An American
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which was co written wlth
Jesse Johnson.
The title cut "The
Glamorous Llfe" is a IOnger,
livlier version than what is
normally heard on the radio.
BY JOANNE· WHITE
This particular version conSheila E. 's first solo album
tains a series of percussion
'The Glamorous Life' shows
solos that demonstrate the
her talent as a songwriter,
talent of Sheila E., who plays
musician, and singer. The
all the percussion inopening cut is the smash hit
struments throughout the
"Belle of St. Mark." In this
album. This particular verparticular hit Sheila E. and Prince overtones, it still car- sion of "The Glamorous Life"
her band belt out a tune that ries an identity of it's own.
would do exceptionally well
will soon have the listener
as a dance tune or just to
jumping and gyrating along . Sheila E. co produced this listen to. The album as whole
with the beat.
· album with Starr* Company, is a work of art both.musicalan affiliate of Prince. Sheila ly and lyrically, being absent Drunks from page 1
The whole album is an up E. wrote most of the songs on of the monotonous repititous
tempo, fast paced variety of this album herself with the beat and nonsense words
music. Although some of the exception of an instrumental, found so often in modern touching the nose with the in- l9wer blood alcohol level.
dex finger and balancing on Gahagan said the lowest
songs may hint of a tint of "Short berry Strawcake," ·music.
one foot. It may not seem to blood alcohol level she has
hard, but after a few beers, it seen a person convicted of is a
gets tough. ''Try it when your 0.6. ·This is where the new law
a little bit high and you'll see closes up loopholes. Under
what happens. You'll see how DWI, if a person took the
Who needs Casey Kasem's American Top 40 or Billboard'~ Hot 100?
yo:ur reactions change,'' San- breath test but was under the
This is Orlando's Top 10!!
tiago said.
legal limit, he could not be
The
people
who
work
the
convicted.
Now all one has to
(l)"I Want to Know What Love Is" Foriegner
B.A.T. Mobiles-Gahagan, be is under the influence.
(2)''Boys of Summer'' Don Henley
Cook, Santiago-are the type
(3)"Loverboy" Billy Ocean
State trooper R.C. Brown
of people you'd like to have said that many other factors
(4)"Easy Lover" Phil Bailey & Phil Collins
for next-door neighbors. They affect a person who has been
(5)"I Would Die 4 U" Prince
are united in concern for drinking. Body weight,
(6)"Careless Whisper" WHAM
public safety. They see on a amount of food in - the
(7)"You're The Inspiration" Chicago
night-to-night basis the stomach, physical condition
(8)"Method of Modern Love" Hall and Oates
danger drunk drivers pose to and how much sleep a person
(9)"Th~ Heat Is On" Glenn Frey
innocent people. Some drunks has had all play an important
(lO)"Like a Virgin" Madonna
though, feel that the state has part, Brown said. "I can
no business telling them what usually tell how a person will
to do.
do on the breath test," said
''A lot of . people feel that Brown.
the state doesn't have a right
to regulate their life. I look at
Cook, who ran B.A.T. One
it this way: When you drink for 21 months, is now a
and you drive, you're asking troubleshooter for the B.A.T.
me to share a risk that is Mobiles. According to Cook,
unacceptable to me. To me it it is'just plain crazy to drink
The UCF Cinema Committee will be · 8 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $15.
Appearing at Cheek to Cheek (644-2060) in is not right when John Doe and drive. "A man asked me
presenting Romancing the Stone this Friday
and Sunday at 8:30 p.m. The Friday showing the Villa Nova lounge, 839 North Orange goes down the street not in once 'what's the best defense
will be held in the Theatre Auditorium and Avenue, Winter Park is Phoebe Snow on proper control · of his for drunken driving?' I said
the Sunday showing will be held on the SC Monday, Feb. 11 at 8 and 10:30 p.m. Call for vehicle-he's asking me to as far as I'm concerned the
share the risk that he's tak- only defense is the insanity
Green. The shows are free to UCF students ticket information.
with valid I.D.
.
J.J. Whispers (629-4779) 904 Lee Road. ing,'' said Cook.
defense. If you have been in
The Orlando Science Center will be show- The Whispers Showroom features the Starz
Driving While Intoxicated-- Orange County for more than
ing their new Red Alert series in the John Band from 9 p.m. Tuesdays-Saturdays. Video DWI--was phased out Oct. 1. si:£ months, and you're still
Young Planetarium every Friday and Sa tur- Ballroom in Shouts, from 9 p.m. Wednesday- In its place came DUI. This drinking and driving, it's inday through March 9. Red Alert is a laser and Saturdays. Actor Jordon Rhodes of Ryan's came about because it is sane. Because every week
special effects show with music by either Hope will hold a seminar on acting an direc- much easier to convict so- something is in the
Rush or Van Halen to get you in the concert ting on Feb.8 and 9. A&M artists The Swim- meone of driving under the in- newspaper or on television.
mood. The Orlando Science Center is located ming Pool Cues will perform on Feb. 11 at 8 fluence than actually proving They know we're here to get
at 810 E. Rollins St., Loch Haven Park. Ad- p.m. Call for more information.
a person was intoxicated.
them. And we're gonna get
The Point After Lounge (273-9600) 11599 Even though it is .illegal
mission is $2.50. Call 896-7151 for times and
'em."
E. Colonial Drive. Open nightly with music. to drive with a blood
information.
The hit Broadway musicial Sophisticated The group Momento will be performing this alcohol level of 1.0, a person
·Ladies will appear at the Bob Carr Center of weekend. Shows begin at 9 p.m.
can be convicted for having a
Altamonte Mall (834-3444) City Heat and
Performing Arts Feb. 12-1 7. Sophisticated
Ladies contains the music of Duke Ellington. Beverly Hills Cop. Sneak ;>review of Vision
Evening shows on Feb. 12-16 are at 8 p.m. Quest this Friday at 8 p.m.
Fashion Square (896-2571)Passage to Inand the matinees on Feb. 14 and 17 are at 2
p.m. Tickets are $12.50-21.50. For reserva- dia, The River, The Killing Fields, Johnny
Dangerously, and Mrs. Soffel.
tions, call 223-0120 or 468-3540.
Interstate 6 (831-3050)Mischief, Heaven
Towards Zero, Agatha Christi's most
unusual murder mystery, will appear at the Help Us, Starman, The Killing Field, The
Central Florida Civic Theatre on Feb. 15 and Falcon and the Snowman, and Avenging
play through March 2. This twisted tale tells ·Angel.
Richard Truett
Parkwood Plaza (293-4753) Amadeus and
of jealous women, disinherited servants,
Editor
suspicious aristocrasts, cynical playboys, Mischief.
Plitt Theatre (894-8021) Beverly Hills Cop
a.nd hardnosed inspectors. The theatre is
Jeff Glick
Cheri Milewski
Art Director
located at 1010 E. Princeton St. Loch Haven and The Naked Face.
Production Manager
Twenty-First Century (896-9382) Another
Park. Call 896-7365 for ticket information.
Jimmy Buffet will perform in the Sun Country, The Man Who Knew Too Much, Le
Confetti is published by The Future, student
Dome at the University of South Florida on Bal, The Story of 0, After the Rehearsal, The
newspaper of The University of Central Florida. Send all
Man with the Golden Gun, The Terminator,
Feb. 15 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $13.
response to The Future/Confetti, P.O. Box 25000,
Hall and Oates will perform at the Orange The Lady Vanishes, and The Song Remains
University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida 32816
County Convention and Civic Center on Feb. the Same.
SHEILA E. I The Glamorous
Life
Warner Brothers
****
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Album classic: The Doors reunite
to complete poetry of Morrison

SKYDIVE·l·H ILLS

BY PAT VERNON

.
I

• Area's Largest Center
• First Jump Course
(square main parachutes)

• Equipment Sales
• Open 6 days a week
• Accelerated Free
Fall Course

World's Best known Parachute Center
..

.

813~788·5591

Record·Bar®
ONE OF THE LARGEST
RECORD, _TAPE AND VIDEO STORES
IN ORLANDO
THOUSANDS OF CASSETTES & LP'S
PERSONAL ELECTRONICS
RENTAL & SALE VIDEO.TAPES
COMPACT DISCS
IMPORT RECORDS
ASK ABOUT OUR ONE YEAR TAPE GUARANTEE

•:t·1•J;;•
1OAM - 9PM MON. through THURS.
I

lOANI - lOPM I FRI. & SAT.
12 NOON - 5PM I SUN.

East Colonial Drive

An American Prayer by The Doors is
possibly the most unique album recorded: it
demonstrates Jim Morrison's poetic prowess
and the Doors ability to weave music through
it. The original tracks of poetry were recorded
at a very unusual party Morrison threw for
himself on his 27th birthday in December
1970. But the music was recorded in 1977 by
surviving Doors, Ray Manzarek, Robby
Krieger and John Densmore. The music
reflects a later, more bluesy Doors sound.
The most outstanqing piece on side one is
what could be called a further explanation of
two lines contained in "Peace Frog," a song
on 1970's Morrison Hotel. "Ghost Story" is
the true accaunt of a childhood experience
which Morrison regarded as a significant
happening in his life. It was through this experience that Morrison believes he became a
true shaman by absorbing the soul of a dead
Indian: "Indians scattered on dawn's
highway bleeding. Ghosts crowd the young
_child's fragile egg shell mind. "
An American Prayer has a biographical
theme. John Densmore said in a 1977 interview: "It's going to be like a biography: his
childhood, teenage years, young man, and ·
public life. It's Jim's life, really."
Side two reflects the public life theme, and
has only two tracks: "World on Fire" and
"An American Prayer." An excellent live version of "Roadhouse Blues" is included here,
complete with a rap on astrology, which
demonstrates Morrison's unique ability to
talk to audiences. At one point he asks the
audience if they believe in astrology. When
they replied "Yes" wildly, he immediately
mows them down by proclaiming ''astrology
a bunch of bullshit.

JIM MORRISON

In the poem "The Hitchhiker," Morrison
takes on the role of "the killer," a character
which appears on both "Riders on the
Storm" and in the 35mm film, Hi Way. Here,
The Doors do _the eqwvalent of gymnastics
with the tapes Morrison left behind. They
make it sound as if Morrison is on a pay
phone. Then the eerie strains of "Riders On
The Storm" chime in.
During his career, Jim Morrison was seen
_as a shaman as well as an actor, singer, politician: film-maker and last ·but not least, a
poet. An American Prayer, released in 1978,
is the only poetry alhum in rock. This unique
album still holds its own when given a listen
today.
The surviving Doors felt they owed Morrison the completion of his project. Morrison
always wanted to do a poetry album because
he wanted to be recognized as a poet first,
then a singer. In fact, in early 1969, Morrison

see Prayer page 6
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TUESDAY NIGHTS
i
• "HOSPITAUTY NIGHT"

i

All hotel, restourant, nig.htclub
: servers gel
admission with

:
:

m

• employee l.D. or recent check stub.

I

Balloon drop with CASH and PRIZES
inside ot midnight

THURSDAY
NIGHT

MONDAY
NIGHT

Lip-Shtick Contest
A Lip-Sync Talent contest.
Big cash and prize awards.
Imitate your favorite recording star and win!
Contest open to all air bands or individual
talents.
For details and entry contact Lee Barnard
(Monday - Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.)
Call 851-3962

• BEAT THE CLOCK
• LARGE SCREEN MONDAY NITE
FOOTBALL SPECIAL
• 8:00 P.M. FREE DRINKS
• 9:00 P.M. 50¢ DRINKS
• 10:00 P.M. $1.00 DRINKS

· TUESDAY
NIGHT

Contest.is judged by:
1) Lip Syncability
2) Originality
3) Costumes
4) Showmanship
5) Audience response
6) Use of the microphone
$$$ BIG CASH ·and PRIZES $$$

• GENTLEMAN'S NIGHT
• FREE ENTRANCE FOR MEN
• 50¢ DRAFT BEER ALL NIGHT LONG

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
• LADIES NIGHT
• LADIES DRINK FREE AT 8:00-9:00
.
• FREE ENTRANCE & FREE FROZEN DAQUIRIES

HOURS:
MON.-THURS. 8P.M.·2A.M.
FRIDAY
6P.M.·2A.M.
SATURDAY _ 8P.M.·2A.M.

• Men get in FREE with 50¢
+draft all evening

'

'•
j:

:
:

:

- 4'···~·················
~4·
.~.~
.~.
, "Valentines Day Parfy"

1

r

•

''
'-

'

I

Thursday Feb. 14th
Ladies Get:
Free Admission
A Free Valentines Rose
FREE "special" Ladies drink
Up.Sync contest
DANCE CONTEST with $25.00
ca$h 1 h~art box of candy,
bottle of champagne to winners

COMING SOON:

R

ALL NEW"so s &J60 s Happy Hour
s100 FOR WEEKLY lST PLACE
Monday through Friday with-'50 s &460 s
AND THE CHANCE TO COME
Rock N' R011, Contest, Fun and
BACK IN THE FINALS AT A LATER
Featuring
.
DATE FOR THE GRAND PRIZE OF
Prof ROB LABBY
.._____s_1,_o_o_o_..c_a_s_h____...... ;he Wildest, Craziest, Fun Guy you want t
·R
' meet!

s

§

L..o--_.,...JCi!~'l;!~~~t~~c,~gm,'"'"
U.C.F. STUDEN:J' 1/2 PRICE ENTRANCE
4893 SOUTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
MON.·THURS. WITH 1.D.
Capacity For Over 1000 Party Goers Till 2 a.m.
CALL FOR OUR MANY NIGHTLY SPECIALS

PROPER DRESS REQUIREC

S51 :;;3962 -
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AVOID SPRING RUSH!

Disney gets into video act

Tune-Up Special $18.50

BY NATALIE ABICHT

Music in 3-D
Get ready! By tuning into National Public
Radio, you can experience '' 3·D sotmd a new
German recording technique that allows you
to hear music exactly as you would hear it in
real life. Check your newspaper listings for
broadcast times in your area.
11

Rythum and Blues Reincarnated
Robert Plant, leader of the
new group, The Honeydrippers, was surprised to hear
one morning from chairman
of the board of Atlantic
Records, Ahmet Entegiin,
that his rythum and blues 5
track Ep: The Honeydrippers,
Volume One, sold 100,000
copies shortly after its release
late last September.
In hearing the news, Plant
replied with an enthusiastic,
"Fantastic, man. This means
we can make another on,
right?"
The Honeydrippers, a band
of British superstars, are rising swiftly to fame while bringing back Big Band--R & B
sound. TheHoneydrippers
look to be cashlng in the style
of blues greats like Ben E.
King, Roy Brown or even Ray
Charles.

G-Rated Music Video
Here's something that will tickle your funny bone: DTV. Home videos from Walt
Disney that use Mickey, Donald, Daffy, and
their host of cronies in place of your favorite
singing stars. The videos consist of three
titles, each including 13 to 16 songs and
lasting 45 minutes. Try your nearest video
outlet for this new and unique entertainmenton sal~ for only $29.95.

• Adjust Head Set & Bottom Brackets. • Lubrication of External Parts
•
• • Check & Inflate Tires
• Brake & Derailleur Adjustment
: • Complete Safety Check
• Cone Adjustment on Wheels '
with coupon only Expires 2-28-85

'
,

OPEN 1 DAYS
'. 535 N. Semoran
· Blvd.
' 275-3976

Colonlol

c
0

j
E-W Express

THE JOURN_EY HAS BEGUN
An impressive technological journey began over
three decades ago at Hughes Aircraft Company.
Today, with more than 90 diverse technologies
ranging from sub-micron electronics to large scale
systems, you'll find Hughes people forging new
discoveries, new futures.
Become part of the Hughes tradition of
technological firsts. Our more than 92 different
tech~ologies involve expertise in:
Electrical, Mechanical, Manufacturing
or Industrial Engineering, Computer
Science, Physics, Electronics Technology.

Or contact Hughes Corporate College Relations,
Dept. NC, Bldg. C2/Bl78, P.O. Box 1042, El
Segundo, CA 90245 . Equal Opportunity
Employer Proof of U.S. Citizenship Required

•

Hughes representatives will be on campus

February 19
jSee your placement office for an appointment.)

HUGHES

Requirements may vary. Check with your
placement office about Hughes' company-wide
opportunities at any one of 12 Southern Californi·a
locations and Tucson. Arizona.

Al HL,fl Af T COMPANY

o ·NCAMPUS
• Anais Anais ...
tender and rolllan tic
•Nocturnes

•••

for night and day
• J'ai Ose' ...
for those who dare

Perfumery on Park1nc.
Specializing in
fine perfumes, soaps and
other articles of toilette

112 Park Avenue South
_Winter Park, Florida 32789
(305) 647-4114

Monday-Saturday
Open 10:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

•
•
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Ford shines in 'Witness'
BY SHARON JONES

•

..
---------------------!

Yesterday's Restaurant

&Pub
2005 N. Murdock Blvd.
Union Park, Fl
(side of W inn-Dixie Shopping Center)

..

NOW FEATURING
Draft Beer 25¢
Every Thursday night
Enjoy our home made pizza
_ 75¢ a slice
Enjoy the great sounds of

. COUNTRY MOONSHINE
every Friday night in Feb.

.

.>

cqme in and challenge
your skill in darts and pool.

John Book is a detective .
with an unusual problem: he
has to solve a murder. The only witness is Samuel Lapp, a
young Amish boy. The killers
are fellow policemen who confiscate illegal drugs only to resell them; their ringleader is
Book's ex-partner and confidante. When Book uncovers
the corrupt nolicemen's
scheme, he and ti.s witness
become the next ~arget for
murder.
Witness is not simply a
police movie, a survival story,
or a romance, but rather a
combination of the three.
Many conflicts occur in the
course of the film, and none
have easy clearcut solutions.
The characters are constantly
forced to make choices that Lucas Hass plays a young Amish boy who is _thi only
require the sacrifice of eyewitness to a grisly murder. Harrison Ford also stars
something they love. in Witness.
Although the characters on the Ainish and it is the year-old Lukas Haas comes
make tough decisions brave-. first American movie for across as a real boy and not a
Iy; the audience always shares Austrailian film director Cabbage Patch doll. Finally,
their pain. Witness, however, Peter Weir. Russian ballet Harrison Ford, the movie's
doesn't to depress the au- danc~r Alexander Gudunov only well-known act or,
dience. The humor · that is makes his acting debut as · emerges from the shadow of
spread throughout the movie Daniel Hochleitner, Rachel's Indiana Jones and makes
seems as natural and realistic Amish suitor. Kelly McGillis J o·hn Book a re ali sic
as the horror and violence.
(Rachel), a virtually unknown character. An intriguing plot,
The fil~ also provides the actress, handles her role with fine acting, and- beautiful
medium through which confidence, letting her simple photography make Witness a
milestones are achieved. It is beauty shine through her film well worth watching.
the first movie that focuses drab Amish dress. Eight-

The UCF Marketing Club
In eoujunetlon with J.J. Whispers

Present s ...

-

l

The Heart of the
Knight Danee
Feb. 14, 1985: at 7:30 pm
ALL ARE WELCOME
Tickets on sale: $5.00 at the
Bookstore, Student Govt.,
UCFD Marketing Club
Members, or at
the door of
Free Wine &
Cheese and 50¢
draft beer
from 7:309:00 p.m.

J.J. Whispers

Mr. & Miss Heart
Attack Contest:
11:00 p.m.

i
I

l..

1
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Prayer from page 3

In this poem Morrison comments on many aspects of
had a book of poetry publish- American society as a whole
ed called The ·Lords and the ·and then ends the poem with
New Creatures.
a thought of death which conHere is an example of Mor- cludes the biographical theme
rison's poetic brilliance:
OI'iginally intended.
. Thoughts in time and out o{
An American Prayer is true
season.·
to the original Doors sound in
The Hitchhiker stood by the that it is psychedelic in a conside of the road
temporary way. Perhaps the
And
leveled
his
thumb
in
best
part about American
1
the calm calculus of reason · Prayer is that it never gets
Morrison recites these lines tiring. There is always
combined with the Doors something new to hear, be it a
eerie sound effects. The result sound effect or just a flash of
is a perfect marriage of music -Morrison's poetic brilliance.
and poetry. Originally the The album is a real treat for
poem, "An American Prayer" anyone who enjoys poetry; it
was privately published by is easily accessible.American
Morrison and was edited to Prayer along with The Lords
· conclude this side of the and the New Creatures
album. This poem is the most demonstrates why Morrison
significant work on the album was perhaps the most signifiand though it is just a taste of cant, if not literate American
the origin.al it has an imense poet of the century.
impact and 'is quite complex.

~

~

/SJ
16
Only

1750 W. BROADWAY
Suite '101 365-9663

OPEN

Box 6600, Rockville, Md.
20850.

Mon.-Sat. 9 to 5

!••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SEMES I ER IN SPAIN

•

Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED- Cost is about the
same as a semester in a U.S. college: $3,380.
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition complete. Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs.

F-5

A telephone number, that is. 'Cauae ifyou're at work when
the children come home from school, they
. should know how to reach you.
Have 'em check in with a neighbor,
too. They'll feel better.
And so Will you.
For more information
write me, McGruff the
Crime Dog. (That's my mug McGrutr.ft
on the right. Handsome;
t.he Crime Dog
huh?)CrimePrevenuon
CoaliUon, Dept. A,

In the Courtyard.
next to the Oviedo Inn

Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangemen.ts .

college you altend

SPRING SEMESTER - Jan. 30 - May 29
. FALL SEMESTER - Aug. 29 - Dec. 19
each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED -A Program of Trinity
Christian College.

your name

your present street address

city

Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day, four days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to4
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span). Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show our
students' language ski IIs superior to students
completing two year programs in U.S.
Advanced courses also.

state

For full information - send coupon to:

If you would like information on future program• give

permanent address below.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

your permanent street address

2442 E. Collier S.E., F-5
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian Co!lege)

city

state

ZIP

The Brothers of
Saint Basil's School
preached against vice,
lust and disrespect.

EXAMINATION
OF THE EYE
Contact lenses
eye glasses

But that
never stopped
these guys. ·

699·4000·

we accept:

1340 Tuscawilla Rd.
• Visa/Mastercard (corner Red Bug &
Tuscawilla Rds.)

·HMO of Florida

PERFUME

The Romantic Gift for Valentine's Day

V

~l.AJ

l/

Buy Ingenue's versions of the world's
most expensive and exotic perfumes at a
fraction of the cost of the originals!

Heaoen help us

If She Likes: She'll Love:
2 oz. perfume
Giorgio
JESSIQUE
Opium
JARDIN
atorruzer
Oscar de la Renta
Chanel No. 5
Shalimar
CWoe
L ·Air du Temps
Halston
Bal A Verailles
Joy

Lauren
Tatiana
Norell
Estee

AMBIANCE
LAUREAT
SA CHEE
PRELUDE
SAVOIR
CLASSIQUE
CHANTELL
RHAPSODY
ELISE
CHELSEA
DEJA
CINTRA
AMORETTE
JOLI
FANTASIA

If God had wanted them to be angels, He would have given them wings.
HBO PICTURES IN ASSOCIATION WITH SILVER SCREEN PARTNERS PRESENTS
A MARK CARLINER-DAN WIGUTOW PRODUCTION HEAVEN HELP US
ANDREW McCARTHY· MARY STUART MASTERSON ·KEVIN DILLON
MALCOLM DANARE ·KATE REID· WALLACE SHAWN
JOHN HEARD AS TIMOTHY AND DONALD SUTHERLAND "'"~~ JAMES HORNER
w•in~~ CHARLES PURPURA· •mowc~~ DAN WIGUTOW AND MARK CARLINER~
RESTRICTED ~
OIRICI~~ MICHAEL DINNER
UNGER 11 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING
ATR~,L~~

R

PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN

®

l985Tro-Star PIC1ures
All R1gh1 s Reserved.

S

•

IR

,. 11 ll ll P ..

STARTS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8 AT
A SPECIALLY SELECTED THEATRE
NEAR YOU.

•
•

Confetti, February 8, 1985, 7

Canada comes to Epcot
,_

•

BRAD'S OVIEDO MO~
1516 West Broadway Oviedo, Fl 32765 0

365-8558

'75 Monte Carlo $450 dwn $35 /wk
'71 Toyota Corolla $250 dwn $35/wk
'76 Ford Granada $400 dwn $35/wk

..

-Instant Financing
. -UCF Discount

-No F.inance Charge
-No Credit Checks
., I I I
1

.,,

~

Christian Owned and Operated

'.;..~ - ::i:~ ·-foJ911 - .-:

PASS CLAST?

Three books written

•

ESPECIA LLY
To teach the CLAST objectives.

Gymnasts, story. tellers,
folk ballets, a footguard unit,
and soapstone and woodcarvers highlight the Canada
World Fest celebration
throughout Disney World Epcot Center.
.

•
Canada is the sixth World
Showcase country to be
celebrated during Disney's

year-long international folk Febuary include the 16
festival. Still to come are member gymnast group
France in Febuary, Japan in Palezestienne, The Governor
April, Mexjco in May, and the Generals's Footguards, Luc
United States during the Laroche and the Gran Bards,
summer long "Salute to Quebec's Les Fantaisistes,
Am~rica. ''
The Toronto Folk Ballet
Theatre, the story-telling
Canadian performers being Wakami Wailers and Monfamed
"Le~
brought in to entertain at the treal's
Canada Showcase during Sortileges'' folk troupe.

\

GETTING READY FOR THE CLAST, $10.95, 154 pp.
Sample tests and instruction in reading, writing and

mathematics
COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95, 260 pp.
Thousands of CLAST examples and sample tests.
COMPETENCY IN COLLEGE MATHEMATICS, $18.95, 495 pp.
Teaches all the CLAST objectives in CLAST format,
notation , and thrust. Especially strong in logic.
Ask in your

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE NOW!!

H&H Publishing Company, Inc.., 1117 Webb Drive, Clearwater,
FL 33515, Ph. (813) 447-0835.

Bonebrake Photography
· Photography
• Portraits (Fraternities, sororities ... )
• School events
• Parties
.,
• Graduation
• Studio or on-location setting
,,
Portfolio on request
Specialized Fashion Photogra phy
Model Composite and Portfolio - Agency Affiliated

-DAY-

281·4835

-NIGHT-

)

•
•
sign
1s
.
•
going
up
•
soon 1n
CASSELBERRY
Bring your high-energy self-starting abilities
to J.J. Muggs- the exciting new full-service
restaurant co.ncept that can't be beat in offering great hamburgers and fries as well as
other tempting foods.
We have· openings for:

• ~itchen Help (all areas)
• Buspeople
• Waitpeople
• Hostpeople · • Bartenders
Day's & Evenings

APPLY IN PERSON
1375 N. Semoran Blvd.
Casselberry

(next to Butler Plaza)

--©

an equa.1 opportt,mity employer mlf"

8, Confetti, February 8, 1985

Miss UCF

You Be
the
Judge!!
FEBRUARY

15

SCA

7PM
.

.

. Tickets are available at the-

Student Center Main Desk.
Students

~

Ce<iba

c.,.11.,,~

Free ·

-Limited numter of seats available

PAC is funded throul(h Actiuitie.< and Seroices Fee.~ as aUocared by the Student Gouemment of the University of
Centro/ Florida.

•

